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May 1934 -April 18, 2007
Anne ^jj, -f,-pj:^ (:,j:j |^ j.^^^^ j^ Albany, New York, the
daughter of James and Florence (Allen) I'itzgerald. She grew up
in Springfield, Massachusetts and Rochester, New York, and was
a 1952 graduate of Benjamin Franklin High School in Rochester.
She earned a degree from the University of Rochester School of
Nursing in 1935 and worked at Strong Memorial Hospital for
three years.
Anne moved to Durham in 1959 with her husband and the
first of their four children when he began his professorship at
the University of New I lampshire. She worked as a nurse and
iclinic supervisor for UNH Health Services from 1963 to 2002.
She earned a Bachelor of Science degree in general studies, with
honors, from the University of New Hampshire in 1975.
Anne had a lifelong passion for politics and was active in
many Democratic campaigns. She was the first woman elected
to the Durham Supervisors of the Checklist, and served in that
capacity from 1972 to 1983. She also served as Chairman of the
Checklist for a time. In addition, Anne was a member of the
Durham Charter Commission, and worked as Deputy Town
Clerk and Ballot Clerk. She was also the first woman to
be elected Town Moderator and served in that capacity
from 2005 to 2007.
Anne was an avid reader and had many other interests that
she enjoyed sharing with family and friends, including attend-
ing concerts in Boston and Tanglewood, visiting museums
and other points of interest when she traveled, and following
the Boston Red Sox, New England Patriots, and NCAA March
Madness. She took pride in doing the New York Times Sunday
crossword in pen.
Those of us at the Town Hall who knew and worked with Anne
miss her kind spirit and wonderful sense of humor.
Anne Fitzgerald Valenza, retired Registered Nurse and long-time
Durham Supervisor of the Checklist, died on April 18, 2007.
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In 2007, many Town citizens
volunteered their time,
talents, and efforts to serve




like to take this opportunity
to thank and recognize the
following individuals for the
important contributions they










SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Judith Aiken









LAMPREY RIVER MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COM-
MITTEE
Judith Spang
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Jason Cleary
Div. Chief of Fire Prevention and Safety
DOH: 8/27/07
Corey Landry
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TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS AND CEMETERIES
Craig Seymour, cium 1 1 Durham Pi. Rd. 868-244
1
Bruce Bragdon, Tmisim-r 7 Colony Cove Rd. 868-5435
Frick, George 13 Edgewood Rd. 868-2750






















Q£HCIAL/BDARn_ .JOJDfiJESS- PHONE JtEEM- _EmB£S_
TOWN WORKING COMMITTEES
CHURCHILL RINK AT JACKSON'S LANDING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Cheryl HofFman
















MILL PLAZA STUDY COMMITTEE
Dave Howland, cimir
Julian Sniilh, CtKiRcp..v. chair
Deborah 1 lirsch Mayer
Thomas Newkirk
Douglas Bencks









246 Packers Lalls Rd.
19 Ciarden Ln.
40 Mill Pond Rd.
6 Valentine Hill Rd.
2lh l^loor New York NY 10022





2 Deer Meadow Rd.
PDA NOISE COMPATIBILITY COMMITTEE
Craig Seymour 1 10 Durham Pi. Rd.
STRAFFORD REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION (MPO POLICY)
Peter Stanhope 37 Dover Rd.
VACANT
VACAN'T
SMPO TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
James Campbell, Dir. of Planning and CAmimunily Development







Duane began his employment with the Town on July 31, 1972 as
the Superintendent of Wastewater. At that time the treatment
plant was only a primary treatment facility operated by a two-man
crew. As the Wastewater Ireatment Plant grew and improved
the processing of wastewater, Duane continually grew and ad-
vanced his education and expertise along with it. Duane directed
two major upgi'ades as Superintendent and with those upgrades
jsupervised five additional employees for twenty years. Currently,
the Wastewater Treatment Plant employs a total of five people.
As of his retirement, he achieved his New Hampshire Grade IV
IWastewater Operators License.
Along with functioning as a crucial element within our Waste-
water Division for the last thirty-five years, Duane is also quite
an outdoorsman and enjoys many summer and winter outdoor
activities such as fishing, boating, hiking, golfing, and snowmobil-
ing. We are sure he will enjoy spending more time with his wife
Pam, children Kim and Daryl, and his grandchildren during his
retnement. Other than that, you may run into him out on his
boat fishing on Pawtuckaway Lake, where he resides yeai' round,
or on his snowmobile in the Canadian woods.
On July 24, 2007, the Public Works department, accompanied by
many other I'own depaitments. Council members, and colleagues,
showed appreciation for I^uane's thirty-five years ot service at a
barbeque hosted at the Public Works building. Duiuie was given
many wishes for a happy retirement and was presented with a gift
to show our appreciation.
Durham has been considerably fortunate to have Duane Walker's
dedication as an employee for such a long period of time. We will
miss his many years of experience, expertise, and background
jknowledge of the Town's wastewater collection and treatment
systems. Ihank you again and best wishes Duane!
On Thursday, July 26, 2007, Duane Walker retired from
his position as Superintendent of Wastewater for the Durham
Public Works Department. His farewell came after an
impressive thirty-five (35) years of dedicated service to
the Town of Durham.
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ARTICLE 2 - CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION
'les 1447
No 234
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Warrant
Election, Tuesday, March 1 1 , 2008
To the inhabitants of the Town of Durham, the County of Strafford, New
Hampshire.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster River High School, located on Coe
Drive in said Durham, New Hampshire, on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March
2008 (the polls will be open between the hours of 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM) to act
upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1:
To bring in your votes for three (3) Councilors (3-year terms); two (2) Durham
Public Library Board of Trustees (3-year terms); one (1) Town Moderator (2-
year term); One (1) Supervisor of the Checklist (6-year term); One (1) Town
Clerk-Tax Collector (3-year term); One (1) Town Treasurer (3-year term); One
(1) Trustee of the Trust Funds (3-year term); and One (1) Trustee of the Trust
Funds (1-year term).
ARTICLE 2:
iWe the citizens of the Town of Durham believe in a New Hampshire that is just
and fair. The property tax has become unjust iind unfair. State leaders who take
a pledge for no new taxes perpetuate higher and higher property taxes. We call
pn our State Representatives, our State Senators, and our Governor to reject
the "Pledge", have an open discussion covering all options, and adopt a revenue
system that lowers property taxes.
Given under our hands and seal this 14th day of Januaiy in the yeai- of our Lord



















GAIL JABLONSKI, Business Manager
The mission of the Business Office is to provide support services
to all Town departments by working interactively with depart-
ment heads and their slaiF. Our goal is to provide timely and
reliable iniormation by which department managers, the I'own
Administrator, and ultimately the Town Council can make in-
formed decisions in the best interest of the Town.
Specifically, the Business Office provides accounting, purchasing,
payroll, assessing, computer support services, accounts receiv-
able billing, and collection and cash management services for the
'I'own. Additionally, we provide support to the Town Administra-
tor ni preparation ol the annual operating budget and the ten-yeai'
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). Ihe Business Manager is also
designated as the Welfare Ofiicer for the ibwn.
2007 Accomplishments:
Negotiated and signed contracts with all four of the Town's
bargaining units.
D Brought the new MuniSmart financial Accounting Softwai"e
package into service.
D Began semiannual collection of ta.xes lo reduce the amount ol
J funds lo be borrowed.
DTMimager of Information Technology
l.uke Vincent began and continues to
work with the Durham Police and I'ire
Departments lo transition the Town's
dispatch services to the Slraffiird
County Dispatch Center.
D Reinstated the Town's loint Loss Man-
agement C^ommiltee and began hold-
ing quarterly meetings.
Goals for 2008:
li C^omplete a new limployee Handbook
to replace the 1989 Personnel Policy.
D Complete the transition to the Strafford
County Dispatch (Center.
Update the Town of Durham Safely
Policy adopted lanuary 1, 2003.
D Create a Financial Policy and Proce-
dures Manual.
In closing, I would like to thank Barbara
Ross, Lisa BeaudcMn, and Luke Vincent lor
maintaining a positive attitude during the
trials and tribulations of bringing the new
financial software package on-line, as well
as for everything else they each do on a




A majt)r driving factor ol the Town's MIS
department is the rising cost of keeping
current. I his department strives lo find
a balance between practical spending on
new hardware and soltware, while teeter-
ing on the edge of technological change.
Every year, the department pays particular
attention to the needs of stalL citizen, and
state initiatives to select the technology
that needs to be implemented to satisfy
ever-increasing demands on funding,
resources, and lime.
2007 was a year of unanticipated demands
on the MIS department. Ihe Town leapt
...continued on next page/
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I
forward with cosl-cuUing initiatives thai placed an overwhelm-
ing load on its limited slalF. As such, it was necessary to suspend
several key programs that will be taking a more prominent role in
the coming yeai".
2007 Accomplishments:
Several years ago, Strafford County Commissioners approached
the Town about the possibility of the county providing dispatch-
ing services for the Town's police and fire departments. After
compiling a detailed report in 2004, Town staff determined that
the lack of adequate space, lack of accreditation through The
Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies
(CALEA), and the seeming unwillingness of the dispatch center's
administration to take L^urham on as a client were inhibiting fac-
tors to a transfer of service.
However, in 2007 some of previous concerns with the dispatch
center were either resolved or were actively being worked on.
Consequently, The Town Administrator, in striving to cut costs
while maintaining adequate levels of service, again posed the dis-
patch service issue to Town staff. Although there were some staff
members who possessed the technical, police, and fire expertise
needed to accomplish such a move, in general stafflacked the spe-
cific knowledge required to tie all of the individual components
into a presentable package.
After this department consulted with peers from communities
around the State, a public safety project manager was hired who
could give a new, outside perspective to the issue. Following a
careful budget-conscious selection process, Ralph loimo of Public
Business Office (l-r) Luke Vincent Manager of Information Technology; Gail
Jablonskl. Business Manager; Barbara Ross. Staff Accountant; Lisa Beaudoin,
^dminlstratlve Assistant.
Safely Consultants, Inc. was selected to
"
formulate an implementation plan for
the transfer. Over several months Ralph,
working with Town staff. University
officials, ;ind Strafford County dispatch-
ers, developed a plan for the transfer of
dispatching services.
To date, the MIS department has begun
to implement the key communication and
system configurations outlined in this plan,
including a wireless hybrid microwave
network and new records management
system. The expected "go live" date for the
project is the beginning of Maich 2008.
Due to some major changes in the In-
ternet service provider market, the MIS
department was able to orchestrate a 50%
reduction in the cost of the Digital Sub-
scriber Line (DSL) installed at the Town
f^all, saving the Town $1,800 per year. The
department also helped the Durham Pub-
lic Library "go online" with its new and
improved website and card catalogue sys-
tem. MIS was there every step of the way
from the purchase of hardware through
configuration of the web service.
Munismart (now Harris Computer)
has been fully implemented in Town.
Although some issues still need to be
resolved, the overall implementation was
successful, and the Town can look forward
to the possibility of a new code base and
system architecture, an increase in end
user support, and the ability to put more
of its user experiences into the product's
development cycle.
The police department was in desper-
ate need of a voicemail system. Last
year it was believed that one suitable to
integrate with its existing more than ten
year-old C^omdial phone system could not
be found, fortunately, through several
contacts in the field, the MIS department
acquired a suitable refurbished unit for
the station. Ihe available features on the
vSystem are far hom perfect, hut it was
purchased at a substantial discount.
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Goals for 2008:
Having received preliminary approval for
ihe municipal fiber network, the MIS de-
partment will be seeking qualified bidders
[o lulfill the project's requirements. It is
expected that this project will be ctmiplct-
cd during the third quarter ol 2008.
Vision Appraisal has informed the Town
that the current version of computer- aid-
ed mass assessment software in use by the
Town has begun the last phase of its lifecy-
cie. Ihis necessitates a need to upgrade to
a new version that will be supported in the
years to come. Ihe MIS department will
be working hand-in-hand with the Town
Assessing Office as we transfer informa-
tion from one version to another.
As we have for several years now, the MIS department along
with the Town (^lerk- Tax Collector's Office, will continue to
monitor the status of the state-run MAAP program. Currently,
there has been little pressure to begin using the system as was
envisioned at its inception. However, there have been recent
developments regarding this statewide system lor auto registra-
tion that warrant additional attention be paid to the program. It
is likely that we will soon be mandated to begin participation in
the program.
'Ihe Town's website will be receiving a facelift in 2008. Due to
staff and citi/en concerns, the MIS department will be soliciting
for competitive bids for a complete content-management system
to be integrated into the existing web platform. Ihis system em-
ploys web-based management tools allowing broader access to
web page content for our staff, boards, committees, and citizens.
Ihe MIS department hopes to begin the bidding process toward
2007 Ordinances
2007-01 Adopting proposed revisions to the zoning map for the
Town of f )urham
Passed 02/05/07
2007-02 Reducing the speed limit to 25 MPI I on Stagecoach Road
2007-03 Amending Chapter 153 "Vehicles and Traffic", Article IV
"Metered Parking", Section 153-30 "Business Permit Parking
Areas" of the Durham Town Code by adding a 9()-foot






2007-04 Amending Chapter 38 "Building Construction," Sections 38-8
and 38-28 o( the Durham Town Code, and adding the lees of
this section into the lown-Wide "Master Pee Schedule"
Passed 04/23/07
2007-05 Amending Chapter 54 "I'.lectrical Code," Section 54-10 of the
Durham Ibwn (^ode, and adding the fees of this section into
the Ibwn-Wide "Master I ee Schedule"
Passed 04/23/07
2007-06 Amending Chapter 97 "Plumbing Code Regulations,"
Section 97-10 of the Durham lown CA)de, and adding the fees
of this section into the I'own-Wide "Master Pee Schedule"
Passed 04/23/07
2007-07 Amending Chapter 1 24 "Street Vending. Peddling and
Soliciting, Section 124-5 of the Durham Town C^ode
2007 Town Report
Passed 06/04/07
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^nny-Og^ Kewing THe^efinUion fcir "Home OccupMm^
contained in Chapter 175 "Zoning", Section 175-7 ol the
Durham Town Code
Tassed 09/10/07"
2007-09 Amending Section 132-3, Chapter 132 "Tax Exemptions
and Credits" of the Durham Town Code to increase criteria
and exemption amounts for the elderly in order to offer
meaningful property tax relief to qualified elderly residents
2007-10 Amending Chapter 4, "Administrative Code", Article IV,
Section 4-18 of the Durham Town Code by Adding the
Provisions for an Economic Development Committee
2007-1
1
Amending Chapter 4, "Administrative Code", Article IV,
Section 4-18 of the Durham Tovwi Code by Adding the






2007-12 Amending Chapter 153 "Vehicles and Traffic", Section
153-23 of the Durham Town Code by allowing vehicles
displaying a Durham Resident/Taxpayer Permit Sticker to
Park for Two (2) Hours in any Location Listed in Section
153-52 (Schedule XX: Time limit parking) That Currently
Allows a One (1) Hour Limitation
Passed 11/19/07
2005 Ordinances Passed In 2007
2005-06 Amending sections of the Durham Zoning Ordinance
referred to as: Ordinance #2005-06 (F) - Proposed




2006 Ordinances Passed In 2007
2006-07 Amending the following sections of Chapter 175 "Zoning" Passed 07/16/07




Article II, Section 1 75-7 "Definitions"
2. Article XIII, Sections 175-60, 175-61, and 175-65 "Wetland Conservation Overlay District"
3. Article XIV, Sections 175-69, 175-71, 175-72, and 175-75.1(A&C) "Shoreland Protection
Overlay District"
4. Article XX, Section 1 75- 109(L) "Performance Standards"
5. Article XII, Section 1 75-54 "Zone Requirements"
2006-08 Amending Article IV, Section 4- 1 7 of the Town of Durham
Administrative C^ode by creating a Heritage Commission
Passed 01/08/07
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2007 Resolutions
2007-01 Discontinuing the current practice of listing candidates Passed ()l/()8/()7
alphabetically on Town lUection ballots as outlined in
Article 2, Section 2.6 of the Durham Town Charter and
adopting the method of listing candidates on Town Flection
ballots by drawing candidates' names out of a hat and listing
them in the order by which they are drawn
2007-02 Amending Resolution #98-04, Minimum Application Fee Passed 02/05/07
Schedule, for the Planning Board of the Town of Durham and
adding those fees to the Town-wide Master Fee Schedule
2007-03 Authorizing the Town of Durham to enter into an agieemenl Passed 02/05/07
with Grappone Ford of Concord, New Hampshire for the
purchase of a 2(107 Ford F-350 supercab pickup truck with
plow and heavy-duty tow package in the anK)unt of $36,978.00
and requesting that the Trustees of the Trust Funds transfer
said funds from the Fire Fquipnient C^apital Reserve Fund to
Capital Fund account number ()7-()725-7()l -()()-()()() for the
replacement of the Fire Departments Utility 1 vehicle
2007-04 Establishing a policy for allowing Council members who are Council 02/05/07
unable to attend C'ouncil meetings in person, due to consensus
unforeseen circumstances, the ability to participate in to not
discussions at Town Council meetings through the use of move this
telephone conference calls (-ouncil consensus to not move resolution
this resolution forward forward
2007-05 Establishing the compensation for non -bargaining unit Passed
employees for Fiscal Year 2007
2007-06 Approving the employment agreement dated February 19,2007 Passed
between the Fown of Durham and Town Administrator
Fodd 1. Selig for a period of three years extending from
January 1 , 2008 to December 31, 2010 and establishing the
base annual salary for Administrator Selig during the term of
the agreement of $98,670.0, and authorizing the ('ouncil
Chairman to sign said agreement on behall ol the lV)wn CA)uncil
2007-07 Establishing a Minimum Application Fee Schedule for the Passed
Zoning Board of Adiustmenl for the Town ot Durham and
adding those fees to the lown-wide Master lee Schedule
2007-08 Recognizing outgoing elected officials for their dedicated Passed





2()()7-()9 Establishing regular Town Council meeting dates for
April 2007 ihrough March 2008
2007 Town Report
Pa,ssed 03/19/07
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Authorizing the acceptance of private donations and
unanticipated revenues received by the Town of Durham
between January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2006
Passed
Authorizing the acceptance and expenditure of $1,000.00 from the Passed
New Hampshire Planners Association for use by the Mill Plaza
Study Committee in completing the re-design of the Mill Plaza
Implementing the provisions of New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated (RSA) 162-K "Municipal Economic Development
and Revitalization Districts" enabling municipahties to establish







Creating a Churchill Rink at Jackson's Landing Advisory
Committee
Passed 04/23/07
2007-14 Creating the Energy Committee Steering Committee Passed
2007-15 Recognizing outgoing citizens who have served on various Passed
Town boards, commissions, and committees for their dedicated
services to the Town of Durham
04/23/07
05/07/07
2007-16 Correcting the Pee for the Electrical, Plumbing, Mechanical,
Fire Suppression, and Fire Detection Permits Within the
!




Authorizing the Town Clerk-Tax Collector to waive/wi-ite-off
overpayments of under $5.00 in accordance with RSA 80:57




Authorizing the issuance of one million dollars ($ 1 ,000,000.00) Passed
in a Tax Anticipation Note line of credit
2007-19 Raising and appropriating an additional twenty thousand, three Passed
^ hundred and thuty-one dollars ($20,33 1 ) in the FY 2007 Capital
Jl Fund Budget for engineering design and bid phase services for
the replacement of the Wiswall Bridge; said funds will come
from the initial FEMA reimbursement of two hundred and
sixty-two thousand, two hundred and seventeen dollars ($262,217)
2007-20 Supporting the Rockingham and Strafford Regional Planning Passed
Commissions' proposal to redesignate the existing Seacoast MPO
and Saleni-Plaistow-Windham MPO into the Stratford Region
MPO and the Rockingham Region MPO
2007-21 Accepting the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-c, authorizing Passed
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the public
libriuy trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without turther
action by the I'own, unanticipated money from a stale, lederal
or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes









2007-22 ExtcndiriigTHeT(>wn ofDurhanS pcilliWgHciuB^ PasseO
stale, and k)cal elections by one hour at the beginning of the day
and allirming that jH)lling hours will begin at 7:00 AM and
dose at 7:00 PM
2007-23 Waiving the purchasing requirements of C^hapter 4 Passed
"Administrative Code", Article IV "Procurement", Section 4-23
"Exceptions, Waiver, Standardization and 1-niergencies" of the
Durham Town C-ode for purchases troni Inlormation
Management (Corporation for public salety information system
software due to the need for standardization of the materials,
supplies, equipment, and services of said inlormation system
software relative to the transition of dispatchmg services Irom
the University of New I lampshire CCommunications Center to
the Strafford County IDispatch Center
2007-24 Adopting the Provisions of RSA 3 1 :yS-c to Establish a Special Passed
Revenue fund Known as the (Churchill Rink Fund to collect and
expend Revenues for the Purpose of Operation, Maintenance,and
Long-term Expenses of the (Churchill Rink at Jackson's Landing
2007-25 Raising and Appropriating an additional three hundred and Passed
twenty-nine thousand, four hundred and nine dollars ($329,409)
in the FY 2007 Capital Fund Budget for the purpose of purchasing
hardware and components needed (or the transition ol
communications and related systems from the University of
New Hampshire (Communications (Center to the Strafford (County
Dispatch Center with said costs to come from bonding
2007-26 Authorizing the acceptance and expenditure of fifty-eight Passed
thousand, two hundred seventy dollars luid forty cents ($58,270.40)
in unanticipated revenues Irom the Sate ol New Hampshire
Department of Safety following the I'ICMA disaster April 2007
Memorializing the Town (Council vote of December 1, 2006 Passed
approving the FY 2007 Operating Budgets, the Capital Fund
Budget, and the 2007-2016 (Capital Improvement Plan, as amended
Authorizing the acceptance and expenditure of grant funds in Passed
the amount of $12,296 from the New I lampshire ICstuaries Project
and the New Hampshire Department of F.nvironmenlai Services
for conducting illicit discharge detection surveys and stormwaler
system mapping, and authorizing the fown Administrator to sign
and execute the grant agreements on behalf of the lown ol Durham
2007-29 Authorizing the acceptance and expenditure of grant funds in the Passed
amount of $1,850 from the New ICngland (irassroots fjivironmcntal
iund to conduct an energy inventory of the Town ol Durham and
authorizing the Town Administrator to sign and execute the grant
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Requesting the Trustees of tfie Trust Funds transfer $20,000 from Passed
the Community Development Expendable I'rust I'und to be used
for funding of various economic development initiatives in 2007
in accordance with the 2007 approved Operating Budget
Authorizing the Town Administrator to sign the application and Passed
contract documents for a US Department of Agriculture, Natural
Resources Cxinservation Services, Wetlands Reserve Program
giant for improvements to Jackson's Landing iind sign said giant
with accompanying documents
Approving of the FY 2006 General Operating Budgets, the Passed
Capital Fund Budget and the 2()()8-2017 Capital Improvement
Plan, as amended
Establishing a Municipal and Transportation Improvement Pending
Capital Reserve Fund
Authorizing the acceptance and expenditure of $20,000 in Passed
unanticipated revenues from the estate of Rhoda A. I logan as









I am pleased to report that in 2007 Durham remains a vibrant
community with a tremendous wealth of natural resources,
ecological diversity, and natural beauty. We have been success-
ful through caieful planning and land use decisions in avoiding
the "Any Town USA" development and sprawl that has impacted
much of the United States. As a town, we strongly desire to
preserve Durham's unique characteristics, yet we also seek ways
to expand our tax base to accommodate the increasing cost of
school, municipal, and county services provided for a demanding
public. Because local property taxes continue to rise, finding the
right balance between our desire to preserve Durham's character,
while alst) seeking new revenue streams through the broadening
of the lax base, striking fairer relationships with the University of
New Hampshire, as well as identifying stiategies through which
our municipal organization can become more streamlined and
efficient, have been primary areas of focus for the Town in 2007.
The tax rate matrix illustrates that the Town portion of the rate
represents 24.43% of the total tax rate pie in Durham, with the
School (Local and Stale) equaling 67.53% and the (bounty alloca-
tion amounting to 8.04%. Despite the fact that the Town CA)uncil
xiversees only the Town portion of the rale, it is the Council that
by law issues the annual titx bill to sup-
port each of the three rate components.
Residents with specific questions or ideas
surrounding the Oyster River C'ooperalive
School District or Strallord (bounty should
address these directly to those indepen-
dent governmental entities.
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Durham taxpayers experienceJ a 3.5%
increase in the total 2007 full lax rale over
the 2006 rate of $27.28. An overview of
the 2007 local lax rate structure is found
to the right.
1 encourage residents lo study the pages
of this report in order lo better under-
stand the substantial work that has been
employed by volunteers and stall in the
service of the community in 2007. I invite
you to visit the Town Office and look at
the wonderful contour model of Durham
hanging in the foyer. Donated by John
l'ORTli5J>,L
2007 % OF FULL
TAX RATF
Town $ 6.90 24.43%
School $19.07 67.53%
Strafford County $ 2.27 8.04%
TO I'M $28.24 100.00%
and Maryanna Hatch over forty years ago, this "map" will help
you to see your neighborhot)d as it once was. It just may motivate
you to become more involved with our town government by serv-
ing on one of our local boards and committees. Help us to plan
intelligently lor necessary expansion and to preserve the character
of the Town we have all come lo love. _j
Town Council
NEIL NIMAN, Chair
Looking back on what was a very productive year for your Town
Council, 1 believe that we can all look optimistically lo the future.
The topic that has generated the most interest and discussion in
our Town this last yeiu" is the proposed redevelopment of the Mill
Plaza. Under the leadership of Dave I lowland ((]hair of the Mill
Plaza Study CAimmittee) and Patricia Sherniiin (American Insti-
tute of Architects), a plan for the redevelopment of the site is in
its final stages and should be ready for presentation to the Town
Council in early 2008. Ihis will, I hope, lead lo a series of discus-
sions with the owner of the property and culminate in an action
plan that moves forward the vision established by the community.
Additional efTorts lo support the broadening of the tax base and
the creation of new business opportunities can be found in the
approval of a Purchase and Sale Agreement for the sale of the
Durham Business Park to Chinburg Builders. Ihe Council ap-
proved Durham's first lax increment financing District, designed
to facilitate the development of the commercial properly adjacent
to Stone Quarry Drive.
Actions aimed at broadening the tax base have not resulted in
the Council disregarding environmental issues that affect the
quality of everyday life. In keeping with its commitment to
preserve important properties, the (Council recently approved a
conservation easement on the Roselawn I arm property. I or the
coming year, the Council looks forward to recommendations
from the newly formed I'nergy ("ommittce thai may enable the
Town to become more proactive in terms of reducing its collec-
tive carbon footprint.
Quality of life is also a function of ac-
tivities available to the Town's residents.
Iherefore, special recognition must be
extended to Cathy Leach and the staff of
Public Works who have worked hard lo
make it possible for the Town lo assume
responsibility lor the ice rink at Jackson's
Landing. It is our hope that skaters will
enjoy the facility for years to come without
any cost to taxpayers.
In 2007, the Town moved from collecting
property taxes once a year lo twice a yeai".
Ihis will save substantial money and it is
part of an ongoing effort to streamline and
reconfigure existing operations so that we
can continue to provide residents a high
level of services at a k)wer cost. Another
notable effort in this direction is the tran-
sitioning of Dispatching Services to Straf-
ford CA)unty at the beginning of 2008.
I lowever, we will need lo be creative in
how we approach major decisions sur-
rounding the construction of a new
library, a potential new Town I lall, fire
station, and olher capital projects if we are
to avoid "busting" future budgets. As we
close the books on 2007, my hope is that
through careful and considered expan-
sion in the lax base, along wilh thoughtful
decision making, we will see. at the leasl, a
zero percent lax increase in the next bud-
gel that is placed before ihe council.
/
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sure tlie proteclion oFa future drinking
water supply.
D Conservation Account - The DCC
met with the Ibwn Cduncil to discuss
the future disposition of the Land Use
(Change lax, of which lOO"*) currently
goes into the Conservation Account.
The two boards agreed that further
discussion is needed regarding the best
use of these i'unds. The DCX; funded
$63,205 from the C^onservation Ac-
count for interest payments accrued in
2007 on bonds secured to pay for con-
servation easements. The DCC made
this one-time commitment because of
the extraordinary financial situation
that arose at the end of 2006 due to
the purchase of three easements in one
year.
Management of Town-owned
Lands and Easements - The DCC
is working on plans for the manage-
ment of Town-owned lands and con-
servation easements. DCC and Parks
and Recreation Committee (P&RC)
members worked to improve the trail




The Durham Conservation Commission (DCC) has a state leg
islative mandate to inventory, manage, and protect the natural
resources of the Town, and to make rec-
ommendations to the state on all appli-
cations to the New Hampshire Wetlands
Bureau. The DCC acts as an advocate
for natural resource protection in Town
and regional affairs, and is a source ol
inf<irmation tor Town residents.
2007 Accomplishments:
Li Land and Scenic Vista Protec-
,
tion - The DC;C is working with lo-
I
cal partners to prioritize future land
conservation initiatives, fo facilitate
this elforl the 1)(X; held a land con-
servation workshop in September.
With matching funds from the New
1 lampshire Department of fnviron-
menlal Services (Nl IDf S) the Town
"
purchased a conservation easement
^^ ^ ' Members of the DCC and P&R Committee on an outing with Joanne Glode o( the Nature
purchase ol this easemcnl will help en- conservancy and Rachel Stevens from NH Fish and Game to discuss plans for the Long-
marsh to Lubtaerland Trail. Photo Courtesy ol (he Consenaticn Commission.
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on Langmaid Faim. Coritinued wofR
with the P&RC and local conservation
groups to improve the trail network in
the Longmaish aiea culminated this
fall in the completion of a 4-mile trail
connecting the Longmarsh Preserve to
Lubberland Creek in Newmarket.
D Site Plan Review Process - This
I summer the DCC worked with the
Planning Board and Town Planner to
improve procedures in the new zoning
and site plan regulations that will result
in a more timely review process. The
DCC commented on a conditional use
permit in the Wetland Conservation
Overlay, two Conservation Subdivision
plans, and a request for a zoning change.
O Protection of Water Resources
- A recent study by the NHDES con-
cluded that dog waste is a contributor
to water pollution in Durham's rivers,
streams, and bays. As a result of this
study the DCC prepared a letter that
accompanied dog license renewals
highlighting the importance of proper
handling of pet waste. The DCC has
been advocating for the restoration and
protection of College Brook in the Mill
,
Plaza redevelopment project.
ID Mill Pond Restoration - Attempts
to maintain the scenic qualities of
this pond by having it dredged con-
tinue. For several years the U.S. Army
Reserves has made verbal commit-
ments to dredge the pond, but have not
followed through. This fall the DCC
and Town Administrator decided to
j
contact our Congressional Delegation
to assist with this project.
Q Jackson's Landing - The DCC and
Parks iuid Recreation Committee have
secured $2(),()()() in matching funds to
build a universal access educational
trail system at the landing. I^lforts con-
tinue to identify funding lor improve-
ments to the parking area that will
alleviate erosion issues at this site.
TT Review of Standard Dredge and Fill Applications
- The DCC continues to review applications submitted to the
NHDES for construction in shoreland and wetland areas with
several projects coming before us this year involving mostly
piers, docks, and culverts.
Goals for 2008:
D Work with partners and the Town Council to identify land
conservation opportunities. Priority areas continue to be
faims, land overlaying aquifers, large unfragmented blocks
of land in the Folletts Brook and Crommet Creek areas, and
scenic vistas, as identified in the Master Plan.
D Come to consensus with the Town Council regaiding the al-
location of the Land Use Change Tax.
D Continue to develop and implement management plans for
Town-owned lands.
D Participate with the Planning Board in the site development
approval process as needed.
D Continue to advocate for improvements to College Brook in
the Mill Plaza redevelopment effort.
D Paiticipate in efforts to improve Jackson's Landing.
O Continue to work toward the dredging of Mill Pond.
O Continue to monitor dredge and fill permit applications.
Durham Day
NICOLE MOORE, Coordinator
Durham Day 2007 was held on the cool and beautiful Sunday
afternoon of September 18th. As always, residents enjoyed a
grilled lunch provided by the fown, boat rides, music, displays
by many Town organizations, childrens' activities, and an antique
auto display. Special thanks to Doug Wheeler for the theatrical
performance entitled "Live Free or Die, 1794" which he wrote,
produced, and directed. This pageant was a most appropriate way
to commemorate the 275th anniversary of the founding of Dui-
ham. Thanks Doug and cast for all your hard work! 'Ihiinks also
to Russ Miles and the members of Fling, a local band, for donating
wonderful acoustic music. Durham Day is the perlect venue lor
showcasing the talents of our citizens.
Doug Hullen and his Department of Public Works crew did a fine
job preparing the grounds for the day. Thanks to Oyster River
Parents and Preschoolers, the Durham Professional F'ire Fighter's
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Associalicin, and the Parks and Rccrc-
alion (lomniitlcc lor keeping the kids
entertained with games, crafts, an obstacle
course, and letter-boxing. Special thanks to
the fire fighters for running both the cot-
ton Ciindy and snow cone machines. Iheir
generator did a lot of work that day! Ray
Belles headed up the boat rides and thanks
go to our genert)us boat captains. Ann
Windsor and Niuicy and Lome Farnell
were great dock attendants.
UNI 1 once again had a presence at
Durham Day with its generous donation
of cookies for the picnic and the expert
sound skills of Andy Dolph assisted by
ORHS student Alexander Taylor. Ihanks
to you both for keeping the events flow-
ing smoothly. Robin Mower and Vasiliki
Partinoudi cheerfully helped Councilors
Neil Niman, Julian Smith, Gerry Needell,
Cathy Leach, and Diana Carroll, I lenry
Smith, feed the crowds. Jeanne Wishen-
grad made a fabulous sign t(i place out on
Route 4 to maik the day. It will be used
for years to come. Bill Lenharth provided
several antique vehicles l\)r the display;
Rachel Stevens took photos to remember
the day; and Linn and Maggie Bogle and
Susie l.oder put the finishing touches on
the dining tables with their lovely flower
arrangeniehfs. Town Clerk Lorrie Pitt provided a friendly face
at the entrance to the green as our (ireeter and Jennie Ik-rry is
always my main contact in the Ibwn Office and without whose
invaluable clerical skills I would be even later with thank you
notes than 1 already am! Ihank you ALL!
I am so grateful to everyone fi)r helping to carry on the tradition
of our t)nly "holiday" expressly for celebrating: the many wonder-
ful qualities of life in Durham. See you next September!
Orator Zebediah Scammon (played by Mark Chutter) addresses the Durtiam citizens
on July 4, 1798 dunng ttie tiistoncal pageant "Live Free or Die, 1798" performance at
Durtiam Day to commemorate Durham's 275th Anniversary Also pictured are Peter
and Martha Anderson, portraying Timothey Anderson and Abigail Ffrost Photo Cour-
tesy of Ractie! Stevens.
Durham: It's
Where U Live
ERIKA MANTZ, DIRECTOR, UNH Media Relations
environment that celebrates that one inter-
woven community, it is a collaborative
effort to increase respect and understand-
ing by woiking together to create a more
cohesive and welcoming community for
evervone.
Founded in 1866, the University of New I lampshire serves more
than 1 (),()()() undergraduates and 2,()()() graduate students. Nearly
2,()()() UNI I alumni live in the Oyster River community and ap-
pro.ximately 600 UNI I faculty and staff members call Durham
home. UNI I students participate in the economic vitality of this
town as responsible employees and volunteers in the schools and
community. We are one community.
Durham: Its Where U Live is the coming togethei ol the univer-
sity, Durham residents, and local business owners to create an
Now in its fourth year, this grassroots pro-
gram facilitates events and activities that
bring the entire community together and
welct)me its newest members each year.
Community and business leaders celebrate
the commitment of first-year students who
come to campus early to participate in
community service and then a week later
offer refreshments, maps, and welcoming
...continued on next page/
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Jennifer Murray, Durham It's Where U Live, and Shirley Lamarre, Durham Business
Association, present Mrs Maryanna Hatch with a reproduction ot the mural painted by
her late husband, John Hatch, of Durtiam's waterfront In the late 1820s. A dedication
ceremony of the mural s permanent placement at the Town Landing was held on June
26th at the Durham Historic Association picnic as part of Durham's 275th Anniversary
celebration
words to all first-year students and their ^
lamilies as they move into town.
Durham: It's Where U Live has helped
to increase community participation at
the annual University Day picnic and the
Holiday Skating Paity and Silent Auc-
tion. In its third year, the silent auction
benefits the Durham: It's Where U Live
scholarship, which awards $50(1 annually
to a University of New Hampshire student
who volunteers and/or works in the great-
er Durham community. Our first recipient
was featured in the Durham: It's Where U
Live poster and ad series, which highlights
community connections. We also facilitate
a townwide cleanup each spring called
Green Up Durham. In addition, Durham:
It's Where U Live co-sponsors events like
the MUB summer outdoor movies and
Light Up Durham.
Durham. It's where we all live.
Durham Swans
ANDREA BODO
Just before the winter's last snowflakes fell
in Durham, the swans returned to the Mill
Pond. They could be seen between the
sheets of ice that were left.
On March 3, one of the swans apparently had a run-in with the
power lines on Route 108. She was dazed and standing in the
middle of traffic on Route 108 as cars slowed down to pass her.
Steve Burns of 20 Newmarket Road saw what was happening and
came to be with her and she staited to walk by his side. A Dur-
ham police officer also came to lend assistance and the two men
escorted the swan north on Route 108, down by the Oyster River
footbridge, and safely into the Oyster River where she joined her
partner. She went back into the water and seemed fine.
On April 16, a northeaster caused massive flooding on the pond
and washed away the swans' nest. The two were seen back on the
Mill Pond with llotillas of mallaids, an occasional cormorant,
anhinga, seagull, and plover. There is also a fierce little mink, an
industrious beaver, turtles, and otter as well.
In late September, the swan pair practiced taking off and landing.
It is really amazing to hear them takeofl'and watch them (ly
On September 25, one of the swans died after hitting the power
lines near the Route 108 bridge by Old Landing Road .
The pond is now quiet. In the spring, the birds and waterfowl will
all be back to add elegance and humor to our treasured vista.
The Durham Swans. Pholo Courtesy of Andrea Bodo.






Reviewed and approved various ( ATlificales ol Approval deal-
ing with issues such as signage, landscaping, and materials
usage.
Q Adopted an historic paint colors list endorsed by the Society
for the Preservation of New England Antiquities.
•D Printed an informational brochure outlining the purpose,
goals, and philost)phy of the i listoric District C'ommission
(HOC) and its role in supporting owners of historic properties.
The brochure is available at the Town Offices.
D Began undertaking a survey project to catalogue historic prop-
erties and sites. Henry Smith, our Town Council representa-
tive, has volunteered to complete an inventory ot his home as a
test case. If anyone is mlerested in helping document some oi
Durham's historic properties, please attend one of our meet-
ings or contact us.
D Commenced our first year as a Heritage Commission. A
Heritage Commission allows for a Town-wide scope covering
alTTiistoric properties, not jusf those lo-
cated within the Historic District. The
Cximmission sees this as a non-regula-
tory, yet important step in the preserva-
tion of the Town's historic sites.
Goals for 2008:
D Continue to promote and enhance our
brochure.
D Continue work on the survey project.
Apply for grant funding for a Town
historic website and/or survey project.
D Be proactive in communicating our
supportive role to homeowners within
the district and the laiger community.
ID Continue to combine efforts with the
Durham Historic Association.
Ihe HDC welcomes input and involve-
ment from the community. Join us at our
monthly meetings held the first Thurs-
day of every month in the I'own C]ouncil
chambers beginning at 7:00 PM, or con-
tact a Commission member with sugges-






Ken Andersen, Jane Crooks, (Jeorge i.amb,
Cathy Leach, Greg Moore, John Parry,
Emily Slama, and Sara Wilson, 'i hanks to
past members Denny Byrne, liank Pilar,
and Dave Proulx who retired this year.
Vision Statement
It is the vision of the Town of Durham's
Parks and Recreation Omimitlee to
provide residents of all ages, abilities, and
...continued on next page
Many of Durham's children and parents enjoyed the festivities finding as many hidden
eggs as they can at the annual Easier Egg Hunt at Old Landing, sponsored by the Parks
and Recreation Committee Photo by Corny Leach




interests a wide variety of recreational and leisure activities and
services which will enable and enhance a healthy and dynamic
ifestyle. By working in partnership with others to provide ac-
cess to natural areas as well as indoor and outdoor progiams and
facilities, the Town recognizes the positive role recreation plays
in creating a sense of cohesiveness and interaction necessaiy for a
vibrant community.
|.ong-Term Goals
Q Develop a formal, sustainable Parks and Recreation program
that will better serve residents.
D Increase recreational and leisure activity progiams and oppor-
tunities for all residents.
D Provide better access to, and more recreational opportunities
on or beside Durham's water resources.
2007 Accomplishments:
Survey - Ihe P & R Committee worked with UNI 1 faculty and
staff to conduct a public survey of recreation needs in the Town
of Durham. Dr. Bob Baicelona and Denny Byine and his staff
deserve special thanks for taking on this project. ITie survey was
mailed to Durham households, and over 600 were returned. 'I he
survey results have been compiled and analysis is near comple-
tion. This work will provide background information for future
projects and a parks and recreation strategic plan.
Adopt-a-Trail - Ihe Trails Subcommittee (a joint committee of
P& R Committee and the Conservation Commission) developed
an Adopl-a-Trail program to be administered by the P&R Commit-
tee, in which volunteers will be recruited and trained to help main-
tain Durham's trail system. The group also erected a kiosk and
other signs and completed boardwalks on Longmarsh Trail. This
work was supported by a giant from the State of New Hampshire.
Grants - Three grant applications were submitted to fund work
proposed in the Jackson's Landing Master Plan, which was de-
veloped by a joint committee of the P&R Committee and the
Conservation Commission. We received approval for a proposal
to the Land and Water Conservation Fund, which will provide
$20,000 to construct a universal access trail at the site. Applica-
tions to DLS and Nil Lstuaries were not successful, but efforts
are continuing to secure funding to improve parking, restore the
waterfront area to a gieen space/paik, and reduce storm water
erosion on the site.
Partnerships - 'Ihe P&R Committee is represented on the Tri-
Town Recreation Committee, the (Churchill Rink Committee, and
the Oyster River School District C^ommiltees on Playing Fields
id Recreation. We have worked with other entities in Durham
to provide support for otHer recreation ef-
forts, including the Lamprey River Man-
agement Advisory Committee and the
Conservation Commission.
Events - Spt)nsored the Town Faster Fgg
Hunt in April, and participated in Dur-
ham Day and Light Up Durham.
Web site - Working on updating the P&R
Committee webpage. Work continues on
a web-based list of recreational/leisure op-
portunities (public and commercial) in the
Durham aiea. This will provide residents
with a directory of recreational activities.
Property Improvements - Working on
installation of a shade structure at Wood-
ridge Park and a Community Message
Board at Jackson's Landing. We are also ex-
ploring potential improvements at Wagon
Hill and looking into the feasibility of a
small skateboard paik at Woodridge Park.
A youngster— basket in hand and dressed in ttie correct
attire— looks tor hidden eggs dunng the annual Easter
Egg Hunt sponsored by the Parks and Recreation Com-
mittee. Photoby Cathy Leach.
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Policy - Began development of a standard
use policy for parks and recreation prop-
erties, facilities, and trails.
Goals for 2008:
In an effort to work more efficiently, the
P&R Committee has formed six task
groups and identified potential action
items l\)r groups to work on in the coming
year. These are:
Public Awareness
CJ Develop a recreational brochure de-
scribing things to do in Durham.
D Develop Blog for P&R C^ommiltee.
Programs & Activities
D Provide one event each quarter for
Durham residents.
D Complete and promote the web list of
recreational opportunities in Durham.
Properties & Facilities
D Explore establishment of playing fields
at Town-owned gravel quairy in Lee, or
identify other location.
n Explore opportunities to implement Jackson's Landing Mas-
ter Plan.
Q Explore possible location for a skateboard park.
D Launch Adopt-a-Trail program to help maintain trails.
Q Update the improvement plan for Wag(in Hill.
Resources - Staff, Natural Resources, Volunteers, I'unding
M Consider possibility of sponsoring one P & R Otmmittee
fund-raising event each year.
D Develop a "Friends of Durham Parks" program to establish
volunteer and donor support for the parks.
Partnerships
C Enhance communication/partnerships with other organiza-
tions (Lee, Madbury, ORYA, UNI I, Mill Pond c:enter for the
Arts and ORSD) as a way to offer/support recreation programs
in Durham.
Administration
Complete analysis of the town survey and share the findings.
ID Develop a strategic plan for P&R Ckimmittee.






While our library still remains in the cramped rental space in the
Mill Plaza, there have been several important events this year that
re very encouraging for the future of the library.
2007 Accomplishments:
Finding a new permanent home for the library - Ihe selec-
tion of a site lor the library has now focused on the redevelop-
ment of the Mill Plaza as a vibrant town center, including a new
library, ihe formation of the Mill Plaza Study ('ommittee, the
planning, design, and facilitator services provided by a statewide
group ol professionals, the support of the Town (louncil, and the
enthusiasm of the Mill Pia/a property owner have resulted in an
open and creative community process
that is providing renewed optimism for a
new library building. Over the next few
months it will become clear how this rede-
velopment could become a reality.
Receiving an extraordinary gift - F.ar-
lier this year the Trustees learned that
Margery Milne, longtime resident, author,
and libraiy patron, who died in Februiuy
2006, made an extremely generous bequest
to the Durham Public Library. I his gift of
almost $.S0(),()()() will be used for the new
library. But just as importantly, it gives us
greater confidence that we can raise even
more as we move closer to finalizing a site,
and beginning design and construction.
Ihe Iruslees have begun putting together
...continued on next page
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the stiucluie and tlie process for a capital campaign once a site
and concept design are established with the expectation that a new
library can only be built with a combination of fund-raising and
public funding.
Reaching out to the community - We had another very suc-
cesslul yeai- of fund-raising with our Annual Appeal, which this
yeai- was focused on establishing a permanent operating endow-
ment to ease the burden on our tax payers. The now annual Tiustee
dinners in June were a wonderful way to celebrate all that the library
is and will be. And this year it was extra special as we recognized
our first poet laureate, Aillinn Connors, who was selected from a
gioup of very talented students at the Oyster River High School.
Improving library services and the collection - We have
seen major transformations in the on-line services and new com-
puter cataloguing system this yeai; allowing patrons to see what is
available iind reserve it from their home computers. In addition, a
caieful selective weeding of the collection and acquisition of new
materials will provide a richer selection. These important improve-
ments, made possible by previous Annual Appeals, can be taken to
a new library building when it is ready.
Goals for 2008:
The Trustees expect to finalize the site, and begin design and
fund-raising for the new libraiy building. We welcome your ideas
and support to make a new libraiy a reality.
Durham Public Librarv Sl.dl (I r) Nicole Moore. Tom Madden (Library Director), Nancy
Miner, Charlotte Arredondo, Peggy Thrasher and Margo Laerle (in front) Photo Courtesy
of the Public Library.
LIBRARY DIRECTOR
THOMAS MADDEN, Director
The Durham Public Library took a giant
technological leap forward in 2007, adding
electronic resources that bring us into the
21st Century. In addition to laige print
books, books on tape and CD, videos,
DVDs, music Cl^s, magazines, and news-
papers, our library offers many resources
to our patrons via the internet, making the
libraiy accessible from home and expand-
ing the number of services available.
2007 Accomplishments:
New Circulation System - With funds
raised during the Trustees Annual Ap-
peal, the library staff has purchased and
installed a new web-based circulation
system. Surpass, that is both networked
throughout the libraiy and available to the
public over the internet. Surpass Safaii,
the online catalog, has a number of great
features, such as the ability to search by
author, title, or keyword, a visual naviga-
tor to simplify searching, a new materials
list, and a "book bag" for patrons to create
lists of their own. Patrons can look up and
even reserve books online before com-
ing to the library. To properly operate the
new system, the libraiy purchased a server
and updated the Local Area Network and
Operating System.
Website Update - A web-based catalog
needs a website on which to reside, and
the implementation of Surpass provided
the perfect opportunity to improve the
libraiy's web presence. Our website www.
durhampubliclibrary.org has grown from
half a dozen pages to over 30 with added
content iuid resources.
Audio Books -An amazing range of
audio books from C^verdrive.com are
downloadable from our website to patrons'
computers and MP3 players, and niiuiy
can be burned to CDs. I hose already
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familiar with audio books will be thrilled;
those who have yet to try them will be
amazed at the llexibility and ease ol use as
they Usten to their favorite titles while at
home, at work, or in the car.
Online databases - Provided by the
State Library, databases are available
through the Durham Public Library's
website. Patrons can access magazine
and journal articles by the thousands,
read articles archived from New Hamp-
shire newspapers, locate biographies of
notable indi\iduals, and do genealogical
research. An onhne calendar lists upcom-
ing programs and museum passes can be
requested electronically from the library
through our museum pass request system.
And there are links to hundreds of web-
sites connecting patrons to the world of
information.
Wireless - Patrons with laptops can go
online via our network as the librai y has
wireless capability.
Library Cards - All of these technologi-
cal changes have prompted us to issue new
library cards to our patrons because many
electronic resources require a 14-digit
barcode for access. Some of our original
patrons have library card numbers with
two or three digits. I he new caids are bold
and stylish and come with both a regular
sized card and a key tag card.
Friends - I he library has increased the
number of computers available to the pub-
lic Irom four to six thanks lo the friends
ol the Durham Public Library who have
once agam mvested countless hours in
book and bake sales in order lo provide
us with necessary items. I he friends also
purchased library lurniture such as display
racks loi' (]Ds and a soft new rug for the
C'hildren's area.
Circulation - Not all ol the excitement
at the library is on the web. Circulation
Circulation: 34,129 Adult program







of books and other materials continues to increase and we have
done our best lo stock the shelves with a broad range of items to
suit nearly every taste and interest. We have focused on enlarging
our audiovisual collections to match the increasing demand for
information and entertainment in alternate formats such as DVD
and audio books.
Interlibrary Loans - Interlibrary loans are a growing part of
library operations. By networking with public libraries through-
out New I lampshire, we can request virtual!)' any title and have it
shipped to the Durham Public Library. I he service is free to Dur-
hiim residents and patrons are called once their materials arrive.
We look forwaid to continued growth in this aiea as it means that
we are meeting the needs of our patrons.
Programs - The library has hosted dozens of progiams through-
out the year for children and adults. We stiive lo provide a
diversity of progiamming and we have frequently worked with
...continued on next page
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the New Hampshire Humaniiies Council and the UNH Speakers
Bureau to schedule programs of quality and interest. Programs
for adults have included a month-long series based on the book
Fahrenheit 451, a discussion of global warming, Andrew Smith of
the UNH Survey Center on the NH Primary, Ruth Bobick on her
book Translation ofBasil U, and Doug Wheeler on NI 1 Volunteers
in the Spanish Civil War, to name a few. Regulai^ programming
included NHHC Book Discussions sponsored by the Friends of
the Library and a Lyme Disease Support (Jroup.
I
Children's Programs included: Puppets with Carol Sanborn, Dan
Grady's Marionettes, Marina I-orbes and the Firebird, Wildlife En-
counters, a Poetry Workshop with Maren Tirabassi, and a season
full of Summer Reading Programs including singer/performers
Peter Boie and Rick Goldin. Programs held regularly for children
included: Slorytimes, the Bookeaters middle school book discus-
sion gioup with Ruth Wharton-McDonald, Tales for Tails read-
to-a-dog programs, and Reading Buddies with assistance from
UNH students.
Goals for 2008:
New library - 'Ihe Trustees and staff are determined to move
forwaid with pliuis to build a new library.
Programs - The library will continue to host an assortment of
quality programs for all ages, covering a number of topics orga-
nized thematically that will engage a wide range of interests.
Services - We wish to increase the number of patrons we serve
by creating greater awareness of interlibrary loans, online resourc-
es, and by improving our collection of books and other materials.
I







The Assessors office is responsible for ensuring equitable assess-
ments, which distribute the Town's tax burden in accordance with
stale statutes. Assessments are based on lair market value ol prop-
erty and are apphed in a fair, equitable, and consistent manner.
Regular full revaluations and assessment updates are necessary to
maintain property tax equity. Different property classes increase
or decrease in value at difierenl rates. If an assessment update or
full revaluation has not occurred ior several years, inequity in as-
sessments may result. I his is why we conducted a lull revaluation
in 2003 and why we will update all our values in 2008.
Durham's previous full revaluation was in 1988 and last assessment
update was in 199.1 Ihe revaluation brought the level close to
100%. 'Ihe tax rate per $1 .000 of assessed value in 2007 was $28.24.
'Ihe total value of taxable property rose about .66% to
$816,634,609 while the lax rale rose about 3.3"(.. this illustrates
the fact that rismg assessments do not always correlate with high-
er taxe.s. Higher spending raises taxes, assessments only di.stribute
equitably the burden that taxes create to pay for Town services.
R)r information regarding our 2003 - 2007 valuation and tax
history, including a breakdown of the Town, School District, and
(bounty lax rales, please refer to the Budget and finance section of
this Ibwn Report.
For those burdened by ever-increasing
propeity taxes, some tax relief may be
available through the lollowing courses
of action: Hxemptions/Tax (>redits for
the Blind, l-lderly. Veteran, Disabled and
Physically Handicapped; Exemptions for
Solar I'.nergy Systems; Tax Deferrals for
Elderly/Disabled; Property Tax Hard-
ship Relief; (Current Use asses.sments; and
Abatement requests.
In 2007, the Town Council addressed an
initiative that would allow for the creation
of a Board of Assessors to review prop-
erty tax abatement requests. The Council
ultimately voted against the creation of a
Board of Assessors.
2007 Accomplishments:
D Reviewed approximately 200 building
permits and made appropriate changes
to the database.
! Added all citizens eligible for credits
and exemptions.
D Performed analysis on what impact the
University has on downtown property.
^ Performed analysis on what impact
added taxable valuation would have on
the scht)ol funding lormula.
Goals for 2008:
O Continue to verify the accuracy of the
data on our property record caids.
O Adjust values by statistical analysis,
verify exemptions and credits, and ful-
fill other DRA requirements for 2008
revaluation.
D Continue to improve our data on UNI 1
property.
D Assist the Town ofI.ee with its a.ssess-
nient responsibilities.
For information and assistance, you
may contact the Assessing Office via
telephone: 603-868-8065, e-mail:
rdix(^>ci.durhain.nh.us, or visit us at
the Town Office.
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Cemetery Committee
and Trustees of the
Trust Funds
CRAIG SEYMOUR, Cemetery Committee Chair
The Duiham Cemetery is located off of Route 155A just past
Technology Drive on Durham's west side, across from the state
Department of Transportation offices. We recorded a total of
14 burials in 2007, including 4 casket internments and 10 cre-
mations. 'Ihis year's activity was somewhat less than in 2006,
which saw a total of 21 burials. A total of 12 graves in 8 sepaiate
plots were sold, generating over $6,000 in revenue towards the
cemetery trust and maintenance funds. A two grave plot was
repurchased by the trustees, according to cemetery policy. We
have begun to sell plots in the "new" section of the cemetery,
which is located closer to the main road, as the original sections
are approaching capacity. Given current burials rates, it will take
perhaps 30 or 40 years before the cemetery reaches capacity.
Durham's Boy Scout Troop 154 has taken on the responsibility
of identifying the graves of veterans of various national conflicts,
and recognizing their service to the nation by placing flags on
veterans' giaves throughout the Town. The Cemetery Commit-
tee sincerely thanks all of the individuals who help out with this
important civic duty.
r^^.'ftM1S•
sjhe Durham Cemetery. Pholo by Craig Seymour
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There are a total of approximately 75
private cemeteries and tombs located
throughout Durham, dating back as far as
1694 (one of the Adams sites on Durham
Point Road). Many of these served the
original family homesteads and were ac-
tive up through the mid-1800's when the
first municipal cemetery (on Schoolhouse
Lane behind Town Hall) became the
primaiy burial site for residents. Cur-
rent property owners maintain several of
these cemeteries - mowing the grass or
trimming brush - while the Town tries
to maintam the more isolated sites on a
periodic basis. While several of these old
cemeteries have small trust funds to help
offset the costs of maintenance, many aie
considered "abandoned". Ihese historic
old cemeteries are protected under state
law, and cannot be disturbed without per-
mission of the Town and, in some cases,
the state.
The last full inventory of Durham's cem-
eteries and gravesites was done by Philip
Wilcox back in 1978, with some updating
done in 1 989. It is time for the informa-
tion to be updated, including perhaps
accurately locating these sites using the
Town's GIS mapping system. Anyone
seeking information on the Town's cem-
eteries or those wishing to volunteer to as-
sist the Trustees is urged to contact Craig
Seymour through the Town Offices or at
cemeteryc«>ci.durham.nh.us.
BRUCE BRAGDON,
Trustees of the Trust Funds Chair
llie Trustees of the Trust f-unds invest and
disperse funds in the various trusts and
certain other Town accounts. 7hese in-
clude 64 separate trust funds. Most of the
trusts aie small, ranging in size from a lew
hundred to a few lht)usand dollars and are
concerned with the care and maintenance
of various cemeteries and grave sites.
Others support various Town funds and
capital projects. All the funds are invested
in Citizens Bank and arc fully collateral-
General Governmeni
ized following our investment policy. At
the end of December 2007, the trust funds
totaled $1,490,895.24.
The lYuslees encouraged the Town Coun-
cil to move forward with updating the
town center war memt)rial. I he plan that
was developed, with significant help from
the Town Public Works Director, Mike
Lynch, was accepted and implemented.
'Ihe memorial area is now handicap acces-
sible and has a number of smaller New Hampshire granite stones
for lecognizing other conflicts. We are currently updating the
names of all participants in conflicts since the Civil War and the
War ol 1812. Anyone wishing to add names should contact Mike
Lynch at 868-5578.
In November of 2007 the Trustees lost one of its own. John
DeC'ampi, who was elected in 2003 and re-elected in 2006, passed
after a period of failing health. To the end lohn provided help





As you will learn from the (]hair of the
Planning Bt)ard, 1 was kept quite busy in
2007. Below is a brief list of the accom-
plishments from the past year, as well as
some anticipated goals for next year.
2007 Accomplishments:
D Continued to update and improve the
Zoning Ordinance, regulations, and
rules of procedure.
D Continued to seek grant money to
offset the cost of projects to the Town.
n Worked with the Economic Develop-
ment (Committee on following through
on their Action Plan for 2007 including
having the Til' District enabling leg-
islation adopted by the Town (Council,
having the Stone Quarry Drive I'll-
District approved, worked toward the
development of the Durham Business
Park by completing the Rl P process
and having a Purchase & Sale singed
with Chinburg Builders.
D Strengthened the relationship and
communication between the Durham.
Community luid the UNll Community
by attending meetings with staff and University Committees as
well as participating in the Community Breakfast on commu-
nity planning.
D Stayed active with outside committees and organizations to
ensure Durham's concerns are raised and made part of the
process.
D Continued to give carefully scrutiny to applications submitted
to Planning Board.
D Held quarterly planning meetings with the Planning Board
including a joint meeting with the Conservation (A)mmis.sion
and the Energy Committee.
D Worked with the Mill Plaza Study Committee to move forward
with the possible redevelopment of the Plaza.
...continued on next page
(l-r. back row) Robert Dix, Assessor, Thomas Johnson, Zoning and Code Enforcement
Officer (I r front row) James Campbell. Dir of Planning and Community Development:
Karen Edwards. Admin. Assistant.
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D Secured, with the aBle assistance of Karen Edwar3s7agjant
from the New Hiinipshire branch of the American Institute of
Architects to help plan the redevelopment of the Mill Plaza.
D Continued to work on and improve our GIS capabilities with
training, hardware, and software.
iO Secured consulting services for the possible creation of sewer,
water, stormwater, public safety, and library impact fees.
Goals for 2008:
n Continue to look for ways to amend the Zoning ordinance
and regulations to improve on the quality of life, the quality of
;
development, and the process in general.
IS Revise the Site Plan Regulations and Road Regulations.
D Create an implementation plan for the remainder of Master
Plan 2000.
D Begin to update the Master Plan.
D Continue to seek ways to enhance public participation and
education.
D Make improvements to the Planning and Community Devel-
opment section of the website.
ID Work on securing more grant money to offset cost to the Town
of Durham.
rDContinue holding one meeting a quaiter for "planning" issues
with no regular business on the Planning Board agenda.
D Continue work on developing a Geographic Information Sys-
tem (GIS) for the Town.
fl Continue to serve the Town on several outside committees
whose work will have an effect onT)ur-
ham.
Work with the Economic Development
Committee to improve the climate for
proper economic development within
the Town and follow through on the
Committee's 2008 Action Plan, includ-
ing the sale and redevelopment of the
Durham Business Park and the creation
of Tax Increment finance districts.
D Continue working with the Mill Plaza
Study Committee to move forward
with a plan for the possible redevelop-
ment of the Mill Plaza.
i
'D Bring forward any impact fees to the
Town Council for consideration.
It has been over six yeais that I have been
with the Tovm of Durham. It has been,
and continues to be, my pleasure serving
the citizens of Durham. As I have done in
the past, I need to thank many people for
making my job so much easier. Ihe Town
of L^urham has many committees, boaids,
task forces, a very active citizenry, and a
dedicated staff that all work very haid to
ill.ike Durham such a great place. Finally,
1 would like to thank Karen Edwards,
Michelle Maiino, and Michelle Berman for
keeping this office running si) smoothly.




This past year has been a very busy yeai-
for the Planning Boaid. The number of
application approvals almost doubled
from the previous year. Throughout the
course of the year, the boaid's efforts were
directed to normal business of reviewing
subdivisions, site plans, technical review
requests, UNH projects, ;md the Town's
sCapital Improvement Plan. I his includes
the site plan/subdivision reviews of four major development
projects, two site plan reviews, three subdivision reviews, three
conditional use permits, two boundary line adjustments, and the
public hearings associated with each review.
The Planning Board continues to encourage developers, abutters,
and concerned citizens to meet with Town staff prior to formal ap-
plication submissions in order to identify specific aieas of conflict
or concern early in the design process. Within the past year, the
four major development projects that have come before the plan-
ning board have gone through a design review and/or conceptual
consultation. Additionally, there have been five conceptual consul-
tations ol projects that are in the developmental stage. Ihe design
reviews and conceptual consultations have allowed the Planning
Board and applicants to meet and discuss proposed projects under
informal and nonbinding conditions.
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The I'Uinning Boaid continues to re-
view and update revisions to the Zoning
Ordinance to ensure conformance with
the Master I'lan (2000). Members of the
Planning Board served on the Zoning Re-
Write C!!omniitlee throughout the year to
address revisions submitted by the public
and the Town Council. Amendments
completed thisyeai" included the Timber
Harvesting Ordinance, the Historic Dis-
trict Ordinance, and the 1-xcavatitm and
Mining Ordinance. Though much prog-
ress has been made, the Planning Board
continues to look at ways to improve the
zoning ordinance and has developed a
list of changes that will be addressed in
the upcoming year. Additionally, due to
several development projects reviewed this
year, the Planning Board had to postpone
amending the 2000 Master Plan. Ihe Plan-
ning Board is looking forward to develop-
ing a working matrix that will include all
the goals, objectives, and recommenda-
tions discussed in the Master Plan.
The Planning Board would like to thank
our Director of Planning and C.ommunity
Development, Jim Campbell, for his hard
Comparison of Number of Application
Approvals 2005 - 2007
ApplicaliynJI>ip(L. 2007 2006 _2CQi
Subdivision 4 5
Site Review/Conditional Use 9 4 7
Boundary Line Adjustment/ Subdivision
Modification/Voluntary Lot Merger 4 2 5
Site Plan Review by
Technical Review Committee 5 5 2
Other* 9 10 3
Total 31 19 22
'Indiidei Conceptual Con^itllaliim^. Dcsiiin Reviews, (itivernmcnl Proinls Public Hair-
ings. and Scenic Road Public Hearings.
work and dedication relative to the Zoning Ordinance re-write
and all of the regular work the Planning Board perlorms.
It has been a pleasure to serve the community as Chairman of
the Planning Board. 1 would like to thank citizens who came to
the public hearings or sent letters conveying their thoughts and
suggestions. 1 would also like to thank the Board members and
alternates who have donated so much ol their time. It has been a
very successful year and the board and 1 look forward to serving





Ihe Town/School fUcction held in March was the only oliicial
election in 2007; although the Supervisors of the Checklist also
had to cover the School Deliberative Session that was held in I'eb-
ruary 2007. 'Ihe Supervisors have become reasonably comfortable
in using the new Statewide voter checklist, ElcctionNct, allht)ugh
we all continue to attend training .sessions in order to become
more proficient and to learn new things.
All towns in the state are busy trying to resolve duplicate voter
situations. Ihere are currently just over 7000 registered voters
in the Town of Durham. We expect this
number to increase by the time of the
Presidential Primary.
Goals for 2008:
2008 will be a very busy year for the Su-
pervisors. Besides the Town/School I-.lec-
tion on March 1 1 , we will see the Presi-
dential Primary on lanuary 8, the State
Primary on September 9, and the (ieneral
Presidential Llection on November 4.
About 1600 people registered to vote on
the day of the last Presidential I'lection.
Ck)upled with the several thousand al-
ready-registered voters. Oyster River High
School was a very busy place. It is strongly
suggested that residents not already regis-
tered to vote, do so belore November 4.






It has been another busy year in the Town Clerk-Tax Collector's
office. Water/sewer billing and collection have been converted to
the new municipal software and annual property taxes have been
converted to semiannual billing. The change to this cash receipt-
ing system allows residents to pay with one check if water/sewer
and property taxes are paid at the same time.
I joined the Town Clerks Legislative Committee for 2007. Mem-
bers toured the vState House in order to become familiar with
representatives and the legislative process. It was very helpful
in gaining insight on what would be expected if I were called to
j
„ „ .
Revenues Collected (Jan. i thru Dec. 31 2007)
Auto Registrations $850,229.91
Title Applications 2,166.00
Municipal Agent Fees 13,817.50
Mairiage Licenses 1,80().()()







Town Clerk's Office (l-r) Lome Pitt, Town Cler1<-Tax Collector Donna Hamel. Administra-
\tive Assistant: Barbara Landgraf, Deputy Town Clerk -Tax Collector
testiFy. Participation in severaF teleconfer-
ences has been a good experience.
In June we issued our first semiannual tax
bill due in July. Ihis conversion went rea-
sonably smoothly. Residents were urged
to send bills to their mortgage company,
even if they had not in the past. This was
to let the mortgage companies know of
the change to a semiannual billing cycle
so they could change their pay out option
to semiimnual. Delinquency notices were
sent the week after the due date to alert
residents if their mortgage company had
not paid their bill. Ihere was confusion
with some mortgage companies, but these
issues have now been resolved.
In August our new FireKing records stor-
age cabinet and filing materials arrived.
This was funded by a vital records grant
that we had applied for and was approved
last year. As part of this giant, all the \atal
records maintained here at the town hall
were sent to Browns River Records Pres-
ervation Services for microfilming. Upon
their return, they will be sorted and filed
in the recommended preservation boxes,
and labeled for easy access of researchers.
These records are available for viewing
at the Town Clerk's office during regular
business hours, Monday through Friday,
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
December was a very busy month. The
tax bills were brought to the Post Office
on November 9th and were due Decem-
ber 10th. We began recening phone calls
from concerned residents that they had
not been received a week after the mailing.
A call to the Post Office gave no definitive
answer. It was assumed that the bills had
been sorted incorrectly into bulk mail and,
although late, would eventually be deliv-
ered. A few were delivered the first week
while the majority were missing for several
weeks, and some still have yet to be seen.
In addition to the regular everyday office
activities, missing tax bills due on Decem-
ber lOth caused much concern to residents
and duplicate bills were being requested,
water/sewer bills were due December
1 7th . and absentee ballots were available ^
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beginning December 7th. The pohtical
campaigns began shuttling students to
lovvn Hall to register to vote and obtain
absentee ballots from December 7th until
the students left on break December 21 st.
Ihe registration process is a timely one
and we were thankful that the supervisors
of the checklist were able to give us some
hours during the busy holiday season. I
would like to thank my staff for putting
in many e.xtra boursTo keep the office running smoothlyduring
this dillicult time.
2008 will be a busy election year beginning with the Federal
Primary in January, the Ibwn Elections in March, the State
Primary in September, and finally the National Elections in
November. I would encourage residents who are not registered
to vote and desire to vote in any or all of these elections to reg-
ister early. Although we have same-day registration, November
will be a very busy election and there will be long lines. A few
...continued on next page
Lorrie L. Pitt, Certified Tax Collector (jan. nhm Dec. 31.200?)
Uncollected Taxes as of 01/01/07
Property Taxes
Property Taxes (prwr yr. deferred revenue)
Yield Taxes






















Abatements Made During Year
Property Taxes
Yield Taxes







Tax Lien Report (jan. i thru Dec. 31 2007)
2006 .2005 2004. 2003 & Prior
Unredeemed Liens Balance
(at beginning of Fiscal Yeai) $().()() $106,232.44 $11,541.79..
Liens Executed During Fiscal Year 324,290.15 0.00 0.00..
Interest & Costs Collected 10,560.54 15,356.59 3,954.67..
TOTAL DEBITS $334,850.69 $121,589.03 $15,596.46.
Remitted to Treasurer:
Tax Lien Redemptions $181,482.38 $100,598.28 $11,641.79..
Interest & Costs ARer Liens 10,650.54 15,356.59 3,954.67..
Abatements of Unredeemed Liens 2,125.11 0.00..
Liens Deeded to Municipality 0.00 0.00 0.00..













minutes before the election could save you
time in November.
This year the Durham Chapter of the
American Red Cross merged with the
Great Bay Chapter. We still have a few
pieces of equipment available on a loan
basis for the convenience of residents.
We continue to participate in the sale of
Durham Ornaments for the Durham Busi-
ness Association, and maintain a supply of
Durham Afghans, Puzzles, and assorted
books for the Durham Historic Associa-
tion. We also have copies of The Story of
Peter Little Bear, A Lamprey River Adven-
ture, based on real events and locations on
the Lamprey River.
2007 Accomplishments:
1: Accepted a vital records grant and made purchases of a vital
records storage cabinet and filing materials for records pres-
ervation.
D Implemented new municipal software for utility billing and
collection.
; Completed final yeai^ of the Town Clerk Certification Program.
Goals for 2008:
Q Deputy Town Clerk-Tax Collector will start the Town Clerk
Certification Program.
D Complete implementation of vital records project.
O Continue to explore options that offer more conveniences and
services for residents.
iQ Continue staff development and training.
Tree Warden
MICHAEL LYNCH
In 2007, 142 dead or decaying trees or trees interfering with tele-
phone or electric wires were removed from Town-owned properties
or private properties along the Town right-of-ways.
The Town was honored with its 29th consecutive, nationally recog-
nized. Tree City USA award and continues to be New Hampshire's
leading award winner.
The Town celebrated Arbor Day on |uly 1 8th with the planting
v<)f a Crabapple tree at the Public Works facility. The tree was
donated to the Town by Bartlett Tree
Service, which celebrated 100 years of
business this year.
ilhe Town suffered severe tree damage in
April when we received 7.5" of nun in 24
houis, and many Uees became uprooted
from the saturated ground.
Did you know that Durham is still the
home to the largest Swiuiip White Oak
Tree (Back River Road) and Norway
Spruce Tree (near Drew (Graveyard on
Newmarket Road) in New Hampshire?





NH RSA 165 requires thai each City and
Town in the Stale oi New Hampshire
provide for any persons who aie poor
and unable to provide for themselves and
that the governing body of each City and
Town eslabHsh written guidelines relative
to general assistance. Section 4-10 A-7 t)l
the Administrative Code of the Town of
Durham identifies the Business Manage-
ment Depaitment, headed by the Business
Manager, as being responsible for oversee-
ing welfare services.
The Town of Durham is dedicated to
providing for those in need without regard
to age, race, sex, or national origin. Ihe
Business Oflice is compassionate ti)wards
all tho.se seeking assistance. We work with everyone who applies,
whether the applications are approved or denied, to assist them
towards .selt-.sufficiency in the iuture.
During 2007, the Business Office received and proces.sed seven
new applications lor public assistance. Of these requests, six were
approved as qualifying for assistance. Over the past year, numer-
ous people contacted our office fi)r information concerning assis-
tance but never submitting a formal application for assistance. As
we move into 2008, we have no active cases of public assistance.
During 2007, a total of $16,904 was prtn'ided for direct assistance.
Ihe Business Office works closely with several non-profit service
providers in the aiea, with the University of New I lampshire for
students in need of assistance, and with the New Hampshire De-
partment of Health and 1 luman Services Office in Rochester, and
the New Hampshire Local Welfare Administrators Association for
advice and guidance on the more difficult cases.
All in all, with the economic conditions we faced in 2007, Dur-
ham's share of needy persons was remarkably low compared [o
surrounding communities. Our welfare regulations and the ap-






The Durham Zoning Board of Adjustment consists of five regular
members and three alternates appointed by the Town Council for
three-year terms. Our former Vice-Chair, John de Campi, passed
away in November and will be truly missed. We are in the process
of filling the remaining alternate position at this time. Ihe Board
is aided greatly by t)ur minute-taker, Victoria I'armele.
Ihe Zoning Board of Adjustment is a quasi -judicial panel em-
powered to interpret the Durham Zoning Ordinance when neces-
sary and to provide relief to citi/ens from the Zoning Ordinance
when a property is unique and strict interpretation of the Zoning
Ordinance would incur a hardship fi)r the applicant. Ihe New
I lampshire Supreme Court is still defining the hardship crite-
ria with separate criteria fi)r "area" or "use" variances. It is the
Board's charge to interpret the Zoning Ordinance in a manner
that is consistent with the spirit and intent of the cji dinance and to
maintain the public and private interests
of the citizens of Durham. Providing rea-
sons for decisions that can be validated by
the judicial system has been a pritnily of
this Board. A number of Superior Cxiurt
cases were decided this yeai^ and in each
instance the Durham ZBA's decisions were
upheld, indicating that valid reasons were
presented as to the decisions rendered.
This Board takes its charge seriou.sly and 1
commend the members for their thought-
fulness. While not all members agree on
every is.sue, the discu.ssions remain courte-
ous and civil. During 2007 the Durham
Zoning Board of Adjustment met fifteen
times. One meeting was cancelled due to a
lack of applications. Ihere were forty-five
applications befine the Boaid.
Variances: There were thirty-one re-
quests fi)r variances. Twenty-one requests
...continued on next page/
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2007 Zoning Board of Adjustment
Breakdown of Hearings
Variance 31 Equitable Waiver
Special Exception Re-Mearing Request 7
Administrative Appeal 7 Total 45
were approved, four requests were denied, thiee requests were
partially approved and partially denied, one request was with-
drawn, and one request was dismissed. One request was partially
approved and is partially still pending.
Motion for Rehearing: There were seven requests filed for
motions of rehearing. Five requests were denied. One request
was granted and was overturned on rehearing. One request is
still pending.
Requests for Equitable Waiver of
Dimensional Control: I his provision
was created by the NH Legislature in 1996
to address the situations where a good faith
error was made in the siting of a building or
other dimensional layout issue. 'Ihere were
no requests for Equitable Waiver this year.
Appeal of an Administrative Deci-
sion: There were seven appeals of adminis-
trative decisions. Two appeals were denied,
one appeal was pailially approved and pai-
tially denied, two appeals were withdrawn,
and two appeals are still pending.
Special Exceptions: There were no








It was another busy year for the build-
ing Code Enforcement, Zoning, and
Health Officer. Construction permits
were comparable to last year for most of
this year with a drop in permits during
the fourth quarter. Fees collected for
permits this year were also comparable to
last year; though new single-family home
construction was down from last year by
fifty percent.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA)
had 44 cases in 2007 down from 47 in
2006. The ZBA continues to meet every
month—sometimes twice. The cases aie
reviewed and dealt with accordingly, and
some very difficult decisions aie made.
sTwo appeals to Superior Court against
ZBA decisions were upheld by the couit, supporting the integrity
of the Zoning Board's decision-making process.
The Health Department had an active season with West Nile
Virus and the Eastern Equine Encephalitis threat again this year.
More Seacoast towns were initiating prevention and monitoring
programs to increase awareness and media coverage. Extensive
regional training and planning went into our involvement with
the Southern Strafford County Health Coalition to establish a
regional point of distribution at the Whittemore Center on the
University campus for receiving inoculations in the event of a bird
flu outbreak or an act of bioterrorism. We are also in discussion to
coordinate a regional response center with Strafford County.
2007 Accomplishments:
Q Continued correspondence and cooperation with the Rental
Housing Commission on rental housing issues. Local real-
tors and the Durham Landlords' Association have seen a drop
in property transfers that resulted in student rental problems.
Unfortunately, some properties still pose problems and are
being addressed through enforcement of the Zoning Officer.
Occupancy-type complaints have gone from 42 in 2004 to 14
in 2005, and from 9 in 2006 to 12 in 2007.
D Continued participation in The International Code Council
(ICC), the New I lampshire Building Officials Association and
the New 1 lampshire Seacoast Code Officials Association edu-
cational programs, meetings, and code development.
D Selected from 15 officials nationwide to serve on the ICC
Education Committee. Ihis committee oversees educational
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training programs, educational publications, and code official
certification nationwide.
D Served as one of three code officials in New i lampshire on the
Northeast Region (7 stales) Coalition Board of Directors for
the International Code Council.
D Continued successful cooperation with neighborhood groups
concerning enforcement of occupancy limitations.
D ParUcipaVedTn the Southern Straf-
ford (Community Health CA)alition
lor regional planning and mutual aid
preparedness.
C Served New I lampshire as a code of-
ficial representative on the CJovernor's
C^ommission on Disability's Architec-
tural Barrier-Free Design Committee.
Construction Permits Processed
_2iJQZ_ 2006 2005.
Building Permits 202 227
Building Permits Denied 12 42
Building Permits Withdrawn 2 1
Demolition Permits 5 10
Building Permits On Hold
Septic Permits/Test Pits 24 18
Flectric Permits 180 187
Plumbing/Mechanical Permits 156 183 160
Total Permits 581 670 662








Fees (Collected for all Permits
'Includes lee lor the Hotel New Hampshire





New Single Family House 3 8 14
New Multi-Family Units 4 4 13
Additions, Renovations 156 170 181
C^ommercial (New & Renovations) 21 17 13
Demolition 5 10 8
Hold/Renewals 15 15 10
Swimming Pools 3 4 4
Other Permits
Signs 30 28 25
Sidewalk (^afes 5 5 5
Totals all Permits 242 261 273
Average Value for New Homes 2007: $285,000
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and greater New I lampshire community is remarkable and il is
what makes the department a special place to work.Fire
DepSrtment 2007 Accomplishments:
PETER O'LEARY, Fire Chief
As I look forward to the beginning of
my third year as your fire chiel, I want to
provide a snapshot of some of the many
accomplishments of 2007 and what we ai'c
looking forward to in 2008. 1 continue to
be impressed with the level ol knowledge,
dedication, and commitment that the
members of the Durham Tire Department
bring to the community, in 2007, several
members traveled to conferences and
schools to learn new techniques lo belter
address the last-changing (ire service.
Department members often give beyond
their normal calling with edbrls such as
the annual holiday toy drive, Durham
(Community Breakfast, and Durham Day.
Of special note was the effort they made to
gel loys lo children in Berlin, New 1 lamp-
shire, after that community suffered .sev-
eral devastating fires early last year. I heir
willingness lo give back lo the Durham
C Provided a re-strucluring plan lo realign the administrative
function of the department which resulted in two new division
...continued on next page
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1
chiefs: Corey Laridry, operatibns, and Jasoii Cleary, jjj^g pj-gygj;,:
tion and safety. These two positions will improve operational
I efficiencies within the
department.
Q Recruited and hired Fire Fighter/Paramedic Keith LeClair to
fill a vacant position. Fire Fighter LeClair comes to Durham
from the Hillsboro, New Hampshire Fire Department.
O Enhanced the depaitment's emergency medical technicians.
The department is now staffed with five licensed paramedics
who respond to all medical calls in Durham and at UNH.
Fire Department Incidents 2007
_ UNH Tuvvn
Structure Fires 5 9
Other Fires (vehicle, hnish) 7 10
Emergency Medical 397 537
Hazaidous Material (includes spills, and leaks) 24 34
Service Calls 193 207
Malicious False Alarm 10 20
Unintentional False Alarms 1 53 80
System malfunction 35 11
False Calls 14 25
Wires Down/aicing 8 59
Good Intent Calls 38 63
Totals 897 1313
Combined Total 2210
32 Incidents were mutual aid to ^iirnnindw^ commimities.
Bf Provided department-wide training in
the area of company fire inspections
which will help improve outputs of
inspections in 2008.
13 Worked extensively with other Town
depaitments to begin the transition of
the Town's emergency dispatching from
UNH to Strafford County.
D Increased fire prevention presence in
the downtown area with additional oc-
cupancy compliance checks and train-
ing with the goal being to keep places
of assembly in Durham and the UNH
community safe throughout the year.
{ Provided child seat safety installation
inspections to residents at no charge.
Goals for 2008:
O Increase the number of fire safety
inspections throughout the Town and
University.
D Implement a partnership with UNH to
increase fire fighter wellness through
physical fitness programs designed by
University staff especially for fire fight-
ers.
D Conduct a company officer promo-
tional testing process to fill two captain
vacancies which are scheduled to occur
in the first part of 2008.
O Implement new dispatch services
thiough Strafford County Dispatch.
Specialized training from Informa-
tion Management Corporation in
North Grafton, Massachusetts will be
mandatory for all members in the new
incident reporting progiam.
l^ '_. -U ^*!^m^^'^^At
On Nov. 10 2007 the Durham Prolessional Firp f mhl.Ts Asso,- h.-l.l a [ irst Start"
event to celebrate the restoration ol the department s 1931 Seagrave l-ire Engine: the
\1irst fire engine Durtiam purchased new. Photos by Rictiard Lore/.




1 am pleased to report that the Durham
community suffered very Httle in the 2007
brush fire season. Much of this can be
altrihuled to the active role the Durham
I'ire Department plays in educating the
public though its issuance of burn permits
throughout the year. luich person who
comes to the department for a permit is
given detailed instructions on what they
can and cannot do when burning brush on
their property. This proactive and detailed
approach has worked well to keep the number ofbrush fires to a
minimum m Durham.
Additionally, the State of New Hampshire Fire Warden's of-
fice provided annual training to our personnel to insure we
are equipped with the latest information regarding issuance of
outdoor fire permits. Members of the Durham I-ire Depaitment
continue to work closely with the stale to assist them in carrying
out their mission.
Durham Fire Department personnel issue permits for all outside
fires. If you plan on burning, check with the fire department first
and obtain a permit. Penalties for non-compliance can be severe.
Our goal is to protect life and property by regulating outside
fires. Together, we can prevent forest fires. C^all the Durham Fire
Department at 868-5531 befi>re you burn.
Call Volume Trends















CPR and First Aid Training
We are proud to be the largest provider of C>FR training to the
communities we serve.
D Community CPR Heroes trained by McGregor
2006 = 250-1- local CPR heroes
2007 = 700+ local CPR heroes
Ordinary people living and working in Durham, Lee, Madbury,
and UNll who have learned to do an extraordinary thing-
Save a Life.
D Advanced Life Support (ALS)
• 6\% of patients required ALS in 2007, usually by a paramedic
• I he need for ALS has increased significantly in the last
five years
• 2007 marked our 20th anniversary providing ALS to the
communities we serve
D McGregor Memorial EMTs
• 6 Paramedics (1 Paramedic-in- Training)
• 13 Advanced I'.Ml's (Intermediates)





AMBULANCE CORPS) JtlfB O*
4r
"Committed to Compassionate Excellence"
Mc(iregt)r Memorial LMS is a regional,
non-profit organization providing emer-
gency medical services and education to
the communities of Durham, Lee, Mad-
bury, and UNI I. Our volunteers include
residents of Durham, Lee, and Madbury, :
and students at UNI I. Founded nearly
four decades ago in memory of Dr. Cieorge
ti. McCiregor, we will be celebrating our
4()th iinniver.sary providing exemplary
emergency services to the community
this year. McCiregor maintains an organi-
zational commitment to excellence, and
prides itself on being one of the most cosl-
elfective, highly trained, and profession-
ally organized ambulance services in the
slate, (ximpassionate service is the hall-
mark of our organization, lb leain more
aboul McCiiegor, visit our website at www.
mcgiegoiems.org or call us at 862.3674.
...continued on next page
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Statistics. In 2007, McGregor responded to 996 calls in Durham
and on the UNH campus, a 16% increase from 2006. In addition
to the calls in Durham, we responded to 335 calls in Lee, 103 calls
in Madbury, and 78 calls to olher communities. For 2008, we are
projecting approximately 1 500 calls total
2007 Accomplishments:
EL Significantly Increased Hours Volunteered On-Call
Volunteer hours increased 25%
. 15,000+ hours volunteered in 2007 (est.)
• 12,000+ hours volunteered in 2006
This is the fundamental basis for our ability to deliver call
coverage 24x7.
P High Performance
McGregor's availability is one of the best in the state.
• 99.3% availability of McGregor's two front-line
ambulances (2006)
n Over 700 "Community CPR Heroes" Trained
McGregor EMS is the laigest provider of CPR training to the
local community.
• 700+ "Community CPR Heroes" were trained in 2007
• Provided at low cost in partnership with Durham, Lee, and
Madbury public libraries
13 CPR Safe School Training and Certification Program
McGregor EMS began its CPR Sate program in 2006. Schools
are certified as CPR Safe when they have one or more defibril-
lators (AEDs) available and have trained over 75% of their
teachers and staff in CPR.
Community Budget Contributions vs Total
Budget & Call Volume
_450
I
iComrmnity Contributions 1 Patient Billing Revenue -Call volume
No incraise in money requested from the luwms (i.e.. (.ommiinily conlriliiilions)
despite tin increase of 17% in call volume.
• McGregor EMS has trained and
certified the following Oyster River
schools as CPR Safe:
- Moharimet Elementary
- Mastway Elementary
- Oyster River Middle School
• McGregor EMS's CPR Safe program
has been cited by the NH State Dept.
of Education as a model for schools in
other communities.
• McGregor purchased additional de-
fibrillators for the schools using $6,000
in community donations.
Homeland Security Grant Award
McGregor received a Homeland Secu-
rity Grant for new protective clothing,
increasing readiness for both day-to-
day and laige scale emergencies.
• This giant saved taxpayers $50,692.
• We have applied for a $38,000 grant
to fund new communications equip
ment, and aie hopeful that it will be
awarded.
D School Emergency Medical
Equipment Maintenance Program
At no cost to the schools, McGregor
now maintains defibrillator and oxygen
equipment at the Oyster River schools.
• 'Ihis program, together with the CPR
Safe program, saves the schools over
$5000, which they had previously paid
to a for-profit company.
D Paramedic On-call Program
24 x 7 on-call paiamedic program
added to provide enhanced coverage to
the community.
• A McGregor paramedic is available
98% of the time.
D Station Renovations
Extensive renovations of our station
were done to enhance operational
I readiness and help retain and attract
volunteers.
• McGregor volunteers donated hun-
dreds of hours of labor.
• Paid ibr with donations from the
McGregor Ikiilding Fund.
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a McGregor Institute of EMS
"Committed to Excellence in
EMS Education"
Among the largest centers of educa-
tion for the EMS professional in the
Seacoasl.
• Offers low-cost CPR to the com-
munity.
• Provides crucial education to EMS
professionals lixnng in the Seacoast
and beyond.
• Financially self-sustaining.
• Reducescost of providing EMS
coverage, sa\'ing our communities
over $40,()()() per year.
D Feedback from Patients
A list of our accomplishments lor the
year would be incomplete without leed-
back from the patients we transported
to the hospital. I lere's what they or their family members had
to say in written survey responses:
"/ deeply appreciate the quality oj care, the sensitivity and compas-
sion, and the reassiirin^i presence exhibited by the HMTs who helped
me. Positive, supportive and informative. Very professional. Ifelt
very confident and reassured by their skill, knowledge and 'bed side
manner...My deep thanks."
—McGregor Patient. 2007
"Because of the quick response, I feel as though my daughter was
getting the best quality care. She was extremelyfrightened and was
calmed by these professionals whose concern at all times was my
daughter. I love them! In the extreme heal ofthe day, the situa-
tion, and the unknown seriousness of the accident, these EMTs who
responded so quickly were not only courteous, professional, and car-
ing, but abo were very calmingfor the accident victim. They also
made sure to stop in to see my daughter before they left the hospital.
They spoke directly to her about being brave, and doing everything
the asked her to do perfectly. Viey look the time, which is a rare
commodity these days."
_ -McGregor EaUent. 2007
Police Department
DAVID KURZ, Chief
I am pleased and proud to acknowledge that this is the twelfth an-
nual report that I have completed during my tenure as your police
chief During that time, the entire organization has focused upon
providing the Town of Durham with professional and courteous
services in a cost-eflicient manner while reflecting the desires of
the entire community.
I am also gratified that during 2007, there were no changes in our
staff due to resignation or retirement.
2007 Accomplishments:
D The department has enhanced its notifying mechanism to
inform landlords of police calls to their property. Each quarter,
a correlation of all police calls to rental pioperty is distributed
to help develop a more coordinated resolution for problem
properties.
D After a slow start, the l^epot Road parking lot has been sold-
oul and a long waiting list has been developed. All funds from
this enterprise will locus upon cleaning up this "Brownlield"
site.
D The department continues to maintain accredited status with
_ an eye tm April of 2008 when three police managers from
other areas of the country with review
the agency to ensure compliance.
D Significant progress has been accom-
plished with the transition from the
UNIl/Durham Dispatch Center to the
Strafford (bounty Sheriff's E)epartnient.
I his move is scheduled lor Miuch of
2008 with significant sa\ings realized
shortly thereafter.
'I he department has developed a success-
ful strategy to deal with behavior patterns
of young people after sporting events and I
once again pleased to inform you that the
"(lelebratory Riots" that were tKCurring
with far too much frequency in the L^ur-
ham/UNII community have ceased. This
national phenomenon presents unique
challenges to Durham as the host com-
munity to a large state university. Durham
was the only community in New England
that serves as host to a large educational
institution that did not have arrests,
vandalism, and/or injured persons in the
aftermath of the Red Sox World Series vic-
tory. As more tranquil moments are en-
...continued on next page/
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joyed, tTieie is clarity that the keys to our
successful formula rest in our ability to
work collaboratively with the entire L^ur-
hani and UNH community. We continue
to use our positive relationship with our
community to ensure success. Partner-
ships with all of our neighborhoods, each
with its own unique issues, have served to
open dialogue between the police and the
residents creating an environment where
we learn to help each other.
I would like to thank the members of
the Durham Police Department for their
commitment to this community and the
countless contributions they have made
over this past year. We look forward to
working together in providing the level
of service that the Durham community
has come to expect from its' police de-
partment.
I
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As I start my 31 si year with the Public
Works Departmenl and my 8th year as
its Director, I am proud to report that the
Department of Public Works enjoyed one
ot Us busiest and productive years ever.
The departmenl completed two major
construction projects, both in the down-
town area. The first was the rehabilitation
o( Main .Street iVom i lolloway (Commons
lo the lop ol the radmad hi idge hill. Ihe
project was mostly funded ($1.5 million)
by a state and lederai grant and concen-
trated on improving air quality in the area,
'ihe pioject included; improvemenis lo the
bus transportation system and pedestrian
safely, installation of street lighting, and
installation ol brick/granite crosswalks.
Ihe second projecl mvolved the replace-
ment ol an old casl non waler main on
Madbury Road. We appreciate the pa-
tience ol residents duiing these two major
disruptions in trallic lk)ws this summer.
As in the past, the roadway-resurfacing program was our top pri-
ority this year, and I am happy to report that during the summer
we successfully reclaimed and resurfaced two miles of Durham
Point Road. Durham Point Road suffered severe damage due to
the 2006 and 2007 flood events and the detour of 17,000 vehicles
per day along that road while Route 108 was closed due to the
same Hood. We have filed for financial assistance for this project
Irom the Federal Highway Administration program and expect
...continued on next page
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DPW Adininislralion (l-r); Michael Lynch. Director of Public Works; David Cedarliolm,
Town Engineer; Janice Hoglund. Administrative Assistant; Douglas Bullen, Assistant
Director tor Operations.
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to receive over $25,000 in assistance. I
am thankful that the Town continues to
support our road program which is vital
to our transportation system. We know
that good roads benefit all Town residents
and provide a sense of community pride.
The remediation and revitalization of the
former Craig Supply property—now know
as the Depot Road lot-continued in 2007
with the highlight being the rental of all
169 parking spaces. Other accomplish-
ments in 2007 included the continuing
upgrade of the war memorial monuments
at Memorial Park, the purchase of a new
%-ton pick up truck iind sewer jet/vac-
uum truck for the Wastewater Division,
and a new 3-5 ton dump truck for the
Operations Division.
Goals for 2008:
^D Begin initial engineering of an addi-
tional water supply well at the Spruce
^ Hole Aquifer located off of Packers Falls Road.
D Perform roadway reclamation/resurfacing of Ambler Way,
Deer Meadow Road, Fox Hill Road, Gerrish Drive, Langley
Road, Morgan Way, Tirrell Place, and Williams Way.
ID Complete engineering and start repairs of the Wiswall dam.
D Replace the Mill Pond Road water line.
iD Complete new water, wastewater, and storm water ordinances.
Id Continue to investigate the capacity of the west end sewer line.
D Begin construction of the new Wiswall Bridge.
ID Initiate repairs at the Oyster River dam.
D Complete repairs to the Thompson Lane drainage system.
D Repair the Schoolhouse Lane cemetery stone wall.
D Begin infrastructure work for the new Stone Quarry Drive Tax
Increment Finance district.
In closing, I would like to once again say what a pleasure it was to
serve the residents of Durham in 2007. 1 would also like to thank
the staff of the Public Works Department for a great year, as we
look forward to continuing to make Durham a very special place
to live and work in 2008.
Operations Division
DOUGLAS BULLEN,
Assistant Director for Operations
Back-to-back 100-year storms in the spring have created many
challenges for this Division. On top of all our other duties, fixing
and maintaining the Town infrastructure during this time was
difficult for all. Working with other departments, we were able to
keep things running as smoothly as possible. Although our sched-
ule was thrown off from our regular work, we were still able to
complete many planned. During the year. Town crews responded
to over 1 6 weather-related events. I want to thank residents for
their patience during these difficult times, as well as the public
works employees for their hard work. We appreciate any com-
ments or suggestions that may help us better serve the commu-
nity.
2007 Accomplishments:
D Durham i'oinl Road was reclaimed from Sunnyside Road
to Longmarsh Road. This process involves pulverizing the
roadway then compacting and grading the material for the
placement of asphalt. Two inches of base coaise asphalt is then
placed and let set for several months.
During this time roadside drainage and
culvert replacement is completed. It
also allows for any imperfections to be
noted and corrected. After this waiting
period the final one inch topcoat of as-
phalt is placed, followed by the installa-
tion of shoulder gravel. This year's work
was performed by Pike Industries of
Portsmouth, NH.
O Completed spring clean up during the
first two weeks of May. Over 1 20 tons
of material was collected curbside,
transported, recycled, and sent to vari-
ous facilities for proper disposal.
13 Painted all walkways, symbols, and
crosswalks using Town staff. Contracted
roadway center and edge line painting to
L&D Safety Maikings of Barre, VT
D Completed sidewalk and lighting
upgrades in the Main Street and Pettee
Brook Lane area. I his involved re-
moval of old sidewalks and light poles
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and installing new concrete walks and
decorative light poles.
D Contracted the cleaning of over 175
catch basins to meet our Federal
Stormwater Management Plan.
n Completed fall clean up in which over
13 tons of leaves and brush were col-
lected.
D Repaired and replaced various drainage
structures and pipes throughout the
Town.
B Screened over 3000 cubic yaids of material from the Town
giavel pit in Lee, NI 1. Ihis material is then mixed with salt and
used during winter operations.
D Pertormed many general repairs on all the Town roads and
infrastructure.
lu Maintained all Town properties and tacilities.
j
|D Serviced all Pown vehicle (leets including the police and public
works.
iD Assisted in the coordination of the Fourth of luly fireworks
celebration.
Alma Tirrell and Richard "Dick" Dewing tended the Durtiam Historic Association Display




Assistant Director for Operations
The Solid Waste Division had a great year
in 2007. We saw high prices all year for
scrap metal, cardboard, and mixed paper.
This year, we also changed our com-
mercial pick up of cardboard to reduce
the monthly cost lor contiacled services.
A revenue source was created when








us lop dollar for
our material with-
out the transporta-





visits in 2007, and
...continued Operations Division (I r) Phillips Brooks (part-time). Glen ClarK. David Seeley. Stephen Valpey. Mark Wheat, Burton
on next page Austin and Dwight Richard.
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we opened the facility to all residents^
during the spring floods to help them
dispose of damaged materials.
As we enter the New Year, we are work-
ing hard to look for cost-elfective meth-
ods and environmentaUy-appropriate
methods for the disposal and recycling of
all materials disposed of in the commu-
nity. Thanks to all our employees who do
a great job on a daily basis.
2007 Accomplishments:
Dt Completed the spring and fall Town-
wide clean up programs.
O Conducted the annual Household
Hazardous Waste collection day.
m Completed the yearly collection and
informational newsletters.
Conducted and attended yearly train-
ing seminars to meet New Hampshire
Department of Environmental Ser-
vices certification requirements for all
solid waste personnel.
Worked with the Integrated Waste
Management Advisory Committee on
various issues including improved sig-
\ nage and increased storage at the swap
shop. Helped with the yearly newslet-
ters and any other issues that arose
relating to solid waste or recycling.
ID Continue to market all our materials
in a cost-effective manner and look
for new methods and opportunities
that would benefit the Town.
iO Lowered recycling co-mingle costs
by fifty percent while experiencing a
small increase in the cost of bulky and
construction-related materials.
iD Recycled over 2880 feet of fluores-
cent bulbs. As these products become
more popular, we can expect to see
an increase in the coming years for
disposal.
_2QQ5_




Mixed Paper 450 511 529
Cardboaid 172 132 122
Scrap Metal 99 135 98
Car Batteries 2 2 3
Totals 723 780 752
Recycling Revenue $49,893 $46,865 $39,996
Tip Fee Avoidance $64,020 $62,815 $42,887
Other Material Recycled:
Commingled Containers 298 258 293
Textiles n/a n/a n/a
Car Tires 7 16 8
Waste Oil-gallons 617 710 771
Antifreeze-gallons 110 173
Leaves 18 18 15
Electronics 14 17 11
Propane Tanks-each 287
Materials Disposed:
Curbside Collection 1,690 1,780 1,581
Refuse Total 1690 1,780 1,581
Bulky Waste 157 273 280
Construction
and Demolition 222 268 173
SWM I • Permits Issued 1123 1076 1100
Electronic Stickers Sold 516 627 545
Solid Waste Division (l-r) James Coueli i_.licitllo[Mi-luj( ki l)iii Artliur Nutter, and Bonnie
McDermott




In 2007, the Engineering Division managed projects involving the
Town's water supply, stomiwaler and wastewater systems, dams and
bridges, nnid improvements, intraslruclure mapping, and more.
We also oHered technical support to Town stall, committees and
boards, in addition to residents who have questions/concerns about
Town infrastructure, drainage, and technical issues.
2CX)7 Accomplishments:
D Construction of the Madbury Road water main Replacement.
D Design of a new bridge on Wiswall Road.
D Continued evaluation and design of repairs to the Wiswall dam.
D Rehabilitation of the Dover Road Wastewater Pump Station.
D Sewer system investigation in conjunction with UNI i Facilities.
D Roof replacement on the Wastewater Treatment sludge building.
D Decommissioning the incinerator at the liansfer Station.
D Development of a new water source at the Ibwn/UNH-ovsTied
Spruce Hole site.
D Drafting a Stormwater Ordinance.
D Drafting an updated Sewer Use Ordinance.
D Initiating the Wastewater Facilities Plan update.
D Performing vaiiou sewer and water system improvements;
O Conducting ;m audit and leak detection survey of the Durham/
UNll Water System.
Updating the Water Resource Management Plan.
D Continued development of the Town's Geogiaphic Information
System ((jIS) and infrastructure mapping.
D Construction of a demonstration rain garden at DPW with all
volunteer labor and donated materials
"2008 will be another busy year with m;uiy
construction projects moving forward:
(Repairing the Dover Road Pump Station,
replacing a section of water main on Mill
Pond Road, making sewer system improve-
ments, finalizing the new Wiswall Road
bridge design and the Wiswall dam repairs
plans, and coordinating the design of the
lishway at the Wiswall dam. Due to the
ever-present pressure trom developers,
drinking water source development and
implementation of a Water Conservation
Plan are expected to take high priority. A
major initiative is an update ol the Waste-
water Facilities Plan, which will give the
Town a better understanding of the capac-
ity and condition ol the wastewater collec-
tion and treatment systems. 2008 will bring
a renewal of the Town's Federal stormwater
management system permit and the US
Environmental Protection Agency has indi-
cated that the Town will face more stringent
regulations. Providing technical advice [o
Durham residents on all sorts of issues such
as drainage, property boundaries, leaky
basements, water conservation, hydrology,
and environmental concerns are regular
sei"vices provided by the Town Engineer.
The demonstration rain garden that the
Town Engineer and volunteers construct-
ed was a big hit at Drinking Water Week
in May 2007. Ihanks to those residents
who donated perennials; they will be spec-
tacular in lull bloom. Stay tuned lor the






C Purchased a new sewer cleaner/vacuum
truck to replace the 1989 model thai
has seen its share of service.
D Replaced all 724 Aeration Tank dillusers with more edicienl
ones for belter oxygen transfer and to save on electrical costs.
D Purchased and installed a new cooling tower unit for the main
administrative building, to replace the original 1978 unit.
D Began upgrades to rehabilitate the Dover Road Pumping Sta-
tion, wilh the engineering firm of Melcall and fddy.
D Began extensive IVeatmenl Plant sampling with the engineer-
ing (iim of Wright Pierce to study and analyze the Treatment
Plant capacities and capabilities.
...continued on next pag
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DConipleied an agreement in tHe fall with Resource Manage-
ment, Inc. of Asiiiand, NH for sludge disposal. 'Ihis agreement
will save the Town approximately $35,0()() dollars for replace-
ment of the plant's existing solid container replacements, llie
solids will be hauled away and be composted for further use.
: Cleaned 40,601 feet of sewer mains as pait of our annual sewer
I cleaning program.
Superintendent Duane Walker retired in July after 35 years of
dedicated service. He will truly be missed. In July, I was hired as
Superintendent having been previously employed by the City of
Portsmouth.
The staff is excited to see what may come this next year. With a
new pumping station to be built, a new Environmental Protection
Agency permit in process, the Wastewater Facilities Plan update,
and general every day challenges, it should be an exciting year as





Avg. 2006 Avg. 2007
. . Tula!...
Avg Flow MGD 1.16 1.06 0.88
EHluent TSS (MG/L) 7.9 6.8 6.8
Avg.% TSS Removal min.85% 96.6 97.8 97.6
Tflluent BOD (MG/L) 6.3 7 6.5
Avg.% BOD Removal min. 85% 96.8 97.3 97.4
Total Flow (MG) 420.6 434 325.8
Septage Received (Gal.) 13,500 50,200 ....68,050
MCD Million Gallons per Day MG/L Milligrams per Litre
TSS Total Suspended Solids MG Million Gallons
BOD Biochemical Oxygen Demand Gal Gallons
Wastewater tJivision (1-r): Duane Walker, Superintendent (retired July 26, 2007); Clara Ca-
smuso-Reed, Steve Goodvifin, Lloyd Gifford. and Daniel Driscoll (kneeling witti "Ricky")
Water Division
DOUGLAS BULLEN,
Assistant Director for Operations
2007 Accomplishments:
iD Completed the water main replacement
project on Madbury Road, as well as
replacing the water main from Main
Street to Gairison Avenue and a portion
ofWoodman Road.
B Interacted daily with the UNH Water
Department and Water Treatment Plant
to produce potable water to the Dur-
ham/UNH water system.
§ Assisted with the production and dis-
Uibution of the lead and copper public
notificatitm document and the con-
sumer confidence report as required by
the linvironmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the State of New Hampshire
Department of Environmental Services
(NHDES).
D Conducted scheduled testing for bacte-
ria, lead, and copper as required by the
EPA and NHDES.
D Completed residential and commercial
water meter readings which are taken
twice a yeai".
jD Completed main line flushing and gate
valve inspections conducted in coopera-
tion with the UNH Water L^epaitment.
D Performed regular inspections of all
Town water facihties.
! Monitored daily water production at the
Lee well and its introduction into the
system.
|D Replaced 90 meters that were outdated
; as pait of our two-yeai- program.
O Installed foui new gale valves.
D Replaced one new hydrant.
ID Repaired four residential service lines.
ID Installed two new service meters.
Responded and repaired eight water
main breaks in various locations.








PAUL BROGAN, Executive Director
AIDS Responsc-Scacoast (ARS) is a non-
profit, community-based HIV/AIDS ser-
vice organization serving Rockingham and
Straliord counties with a threetold missicm
to: 1 ) prevent the spread of 1 1 1V/AIDS
through education and prevention pro-
grams, 2) provide direct services for those
living with and affected by HIV/AIDS and
their famihes, and 3) advocate for issues
rehUedtoIliV/AIDS.
2007 Accomplishments:
'Ihe Prevention Education Department
provided services to more than 200 resi-
dents in the Durham area during the 2006-
07 I iscal Year. We respond to all requests
tor liiV/AIDS education programs and
consult with requesUng persons to design
culturally competent and appropriate training, awareness, educa-
tion, and prevention programs. We work collaboratively with the
University of New I lampshire (UNll) on many levels, such as
working with their 1 lealth and Wellness Department, presenting
programs to student groups, and having UNH interns and volun-
teers in our ofTice. While it costs ARS approximately $40 per per-
son to educate about 1 1 1 V/A IDS, all of our services and programs
aie free. Last yeai' we reached just over 8,500 people.
One of our most effective programs is our Speaker's Bureau.
These volunteers are people living with IllV/AIDS who are
trained and supervised by the t^oordinator ol Community
Programs. Ihey share their experiences of living and coping
with HIV/AIDS, and often participate with ARS education staff
in educational sessions. They effectively put a "human face" and
personal story to this epidemic. I heir presentations and the
resulting discussions help to dispel myths and tears surrounding
IIIV/AIDS, answer specific questions, and create more under-
standing in our communities, feedback from this program is
used to further develop our future programming. We have been
able to clearly document that this type of pix)gram can do a great
deal to alter behavior and potentially save lives.
On an ongoing basis, ARS receives calls from area residents, in-
cluding Durham residents, who have questions about 1 II V/AIDS
and other Sexually I'ransmilted Disease (STD) risk behaviors,
...continued on next page/
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trajismiSion issues^and tesUng. Some of
these individuals are referred to area pro-
viders or to the ARS clinic for free HIV
counseling and testing, STD counseling,
testing, and treatment, or Hepatitis vac-
cines. Literature and prevention materi-
als are also given to anyone requesting
them at no cost.
lARS Client Services Department provides
direct assistance through case manage-
ment services to people living with HIV/
AIDS. During the past calendar year, we
have provided case management services
to clients from Durham. Thirty-two units
of case management were delivered, and
through this assistance other services iind
referrals were provided, such as: comple-
mehtary therapies, legal a.ssistance, housing assistance, utility as-
sistance, transportation, social events, access to food and personal
care pantry, mental health referrals, and nutritional counseling
and supplements. It costs ARS approximately $4,000 per client
per year to provide these critical services.
Goals for 2008:
We will continue to provide prevention education and direct
client services at the current level in the coming year. We are
hopeful of reaching, through our programs, more than 1 (),()()()
persons in 2008. In addition, we will hold several major events
in commemoralit)n of our milestone 20th year in order to in-
crease awareness of not only the agency and our services but of
HIV/AIDS.
ARS will continue to work with other area providers to prevent
the spread of HIV/AIDS, as well as providing services to those
affected by the disease.
Durham Historic
Association
RICHARD H. LORD, President
^/^^
Appraiser Dan Olmstead examines a sword during Antique Appraisal Day sponsored by
1he Durtiam Historic Association; one of several events held in celebration of Durtiam's
275th Anniversary of incorporation. Phota by Richard Lord.
At our annual meeting on April 24th,
longtime residents of the Town remi-
nisced about their various humorous en-
counters with Doc McGregor, the Town's
beloved and colorful country physician
for many years.
2007 marked the 275th year of Durham's
existence as an incorporated township
and the Durham Historic Association
(DMA) held several events to celebrate
this anniversary and also created a 275th
anniversary commemorative jigsaw puzzle
featuring historic photos.
The museum committee prepared a spe-
cial exhibit from our collections of historic
wedding dresses and folding hand lans for
a museum open house day held on Satur-
day, June 10th and again on Saturday, June
24th. Both dates were very well attended
with many Town residents reporting that
it was their first visit to the museum.
Our annual picnic at the Old Town
Landing on June 26th commemorated
Durham's very first Lown meeting on the
same date in 1732. Our featiued speakei'
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^as New Hampshire author and humorist, Rebecca Rule, who
regaled us with her collection of New i lampshirc wit and wis-
dom. She invited audience participation and added a lew ol our
own stories to her collection. Preceding the picnic, the Town
dedicated a weatherproof reproduction of the lohn Hatch mural
of the historic I'own waterlront that is described elsewhere in
this Town report.
On July 21st, the association sponsored a wonderlul brass band
concert at Wagon Hill farm with the I'xeter Brass Biind. Some of
ihe attendees remembered when the bands director, Ed Flanagan,
had taught music in the Oyster River school system.
On August 12th, the association held an "Antique appraisal day"
with C^aiolyn French and Dan Olmstead lending their expertise
to help more than one hundred people discover the value of their
treasured possessions. Everyone had a great lime and videogia-
pher, idyza Peterson, was there to film it for later broadcast on
Durham's cable access channel.
Ihe September 16th Durham Day picnic leatured "Five Free or
Die, 1798", a semi-historical pageant written by Doug Wheeler
and presented by members of the community. It was a most en-
joyable culmination of the 275th anniver
sary celebrations.
Ihe final DI IA meeting of the year on Oc-
tober 23rd featured Linda Rousseau from
the Fan Association of North America
(FANA) who presented a very compre-
hensive history of folding hand fans, with
more than a hundred examples includ-
ing a number Irom our own collection.
Finda discovered us at our museum open
house on |une 24th and brought several
FANA members to the museum with her
in September to help us document our tan
collection, prior to her appearance as our
guest speaker.
The DFIA wishes to thank Town admin-
istrator Todd Selig and the folks at the
Durham Public Works Department whose
assistance was greatly appreciated during
the several outdoor events that helped us





1 hanks to our paitnership with the Town
of Durham over the past several years, Ihe
I lomemakers I leallh Services has suc-
cessfully provided critical home health,
home support, and adult medical day-care
services to those residents of Durham who
do not have the ability to pay for them.
Since 1974, our mission al Ihe I lome-
makers has been to help older and
disabled Stralfoid (bounty residents
remain independent, in iheir own homes,
and out ol nursing homes by providing
prolessional, cost-elleclive qualit\' home
health, ht)me support, and adull medical
day-care services.
Annually, our agency provides nearly $3.5 million worth of home
health, home support, and adult medical day-care visits to elderly
and disabled persons throughout the CA)unty. Ihese visits include
skilled nursing, rehabilitative therapies, telemonitoring, medical
social work, home health aide, homemaker, adult in -home care,
...continued on next page
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Alzheimer's respite, arid adult rnedical
day-caie services. As health care profes-
sionals, we at The Homemakers are com-
mitted to providing these services to all
of those in need, regardless of a person's
ability to pay.
Each yeai" through our annual Charity
Care fundraisers, Ihe Homemakers has
successfully raised more than half of the
cost for nonreimbursed services provided.
Despite our success with such events, the
cost of providing services for which we are
either not reimbursed at all, or inadequate-
ly reimbursed by Medicaie and Medicaid,
continues to exceed the amounts raised
through these events, and it is a continu-
ous struggle to carry these losses.
We look forward to continuing our
partnership with the Town of Durham
to provide health care services to those
Durham residents who cannot afford the
cost of the vital health care services they
need to remain healthy and independent
in their own homes.
2007 Accomplishments:
•O Provided 14,736 skilled health care visits thioughout Strafford
County including: nursing, rehabilitative therapies, medical
social work, and home health aid visits.
El Provided 24,082 home support visits including; homemaker
and in-home caie provider visits.
! Provided 44,929 hours of Adult Day-Care for older and dis-
abled person as well as respite for their caregivers.
ID Offered numerous community wellness programs including:
flu clinics, Alzheimer's Educational Seminars for Caregiv-
ers, monthly Strong Living, Aerobics of the Mind, Priend-
to-Friend, and free Advance Directives seminars; facilitated
a monthly Alzheimer's Support Group; and hosted a weekly
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) chapter.
D Delivered more than 200 holiday food and gift baskets to el-
derly and/or disabled people throughout the county.
In recognition of The Homemakers dedication and contribution
to the health of elderly persons in our community. Citizens Bank
of New Hampshire and WMUR-TV named The Homemakers
Health Services as its 2007 first quarter Champion in Action in
the area of Elder Support. Ihe Champions in Action program is
designed to recognize and support non-profit organizations for
their contributions to New Hampshire communities.
Lamprey Health Care
DEBBIE BARTLEY, Community Services Manager
Lamprey Health Caie is a 36 yeai- old nonprofit community health
care organization providing primary medical services, children's
dental care, social services, information, referral, and transportation
to seniors/disabled residents of Duiham and 29 other communities.
Thank you to the Town of Durham for your continuing support.
Primary care medical services span prenatal to geriatric
age groups. No one is refused care because they cannot pay—
a
sliding fee scale is available. Other community health programs
are substance abuse and mental health services, prevention and
education activities (diabetes, asthma, nutritional counseling,
HIV/AII^S testing and counseling, breast and cervical screening
program) and social services. Our goal is to remove bairiers that
prevent access to care. To schedule an appointment call 659-3106
InfoLink offers free, confidential, comprehensive information
d referral to local and national social service organizations
and support gioups. InfoLink's expertise
provides the link to community resources
when help is needed. A friendly, caring
professional is available weekdays 1 -888-
499-2525, Monday-Friday, 9:00 AM to
5:00 PM, or our online database www.
infolinknh.org and can assist anytime.
Senior Transportation Program en-
ables elders and adults with disabilities to
remain independent and safe in their own
homes by providing access to essential
services such as rides to weekly shopping,
medical appointments and recreation.
'Ihis door to door service makes transpor-
tation available for groceries, the pharma-
cy, post office or bank and day trips. All
buses are handicap accessible. For more
information: 1-800-582-7214 or 659-2424
Monday-Friday, 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM or
hltp://www.lampreyhealth.org..





President, Board of Directors
Oyster River Youth Association (ORYA)
is a 301 (c)(3) non-profit organization
whose mission is to provide inclusive, lair,
diverse, and developmentally appropri-
ate recreational programs to the youth of
Durham, Lee, and Madbury. ORYA meets
the changing needs of the children and
families for sports and recreational activi-
ties by acquiring and maintaining facili-
ties, promoting volunteerism and seeking
collaborative and strategic partnerships.
Ihe Associations volunteers are comprised
of residents from the towns working to-
gether to create and maintain recreational
opportunities for all children. Ihese resi-
dents, local business, and the three towns
support our efforts through participation
fees and funding, and in return we coor-
dinate and manage the delivery of recre-
ational progiams.
I he central office is housed in the Town
of Durham's former Department of Public
Town Supported Organizations
Works building located at 1 1 Schoolhouse Lane in Durham. A
Board of lOirectors governs OIWA, which holds monthly meetings
open to the public.
Most of the participants (appro.\imalely 98%) reside in the Towns of
Durham, Lee, and Madbury. A small number comes from neigh-
boring towns, llie i)ut-of-town participants pay a surcharge to
participate in ORYA programs. Our progr;uns provide opportuni-
ties for children from pre-school through eighth grade with a small
number of our programs extended to high school -aged children.
For outdoor activities we generally rely on the use of Town fields
such as Woodridge, Lee Town Park, Demerritt I'lelds, and Mad-
bury fields. We have also devehiped a relationship with the
University of New Hampshire (UNll) for the use of Oyster River
Park and Memorial Field. An agreement between Flag Hill Win-
ery and the ORYA has led to the development of three all purpose
fields for our communities. Indoor activities are generally held
within Oyster River Cooperative School L^istrict (ORCSD) school
buildings, and other local athletic buildings.
Ihe operating costs of programs organized and managed by the
ORYA are met through participation fees and by annual contribu-
tions from the Towns of Durham, Lee, and Madbury. Fund-rais-
ing and donations offset vaiious program costs and assist in our
capital funding of various programs.
During our 2007 Fiscal Year, ORYA found stabilization with the
introduction of new software to assist with participant regis-
trations. The Organization as a whole has been attempting to
increase our reach to all citizens of the communities to ensure
that all new and existing citizens are aware of the recreational op-
portunities that exist for the youth.
Sexual Assault
Support Services
DIANE GIESE, Business and Grants Manager
Sexual Assault Support Services (SASS) offers the following
services: 24 hour toll-free rape crisis hotline, advocacy (medi-
cal, emotional, and legal) for survivors of sexual assault, support
groups for survivors, their parents and partners, child sexual as-
sault prevention programs and adolescent workshops (K- f 2), and
community service referrals.
The program is committed to providing support, education.
and advocacy to all survivors of sexual
violence and their loved ones. It also
provides extensive services for survivors
of incest and childht)od sexual assault
and stalking.
Sexual Assault Support Services is com-
mitted to providing school and commu-
nity education programs to help prevent
sexual violence and guarantee appropriate
response and support for ihc survivors,
to help them in their recovery process.
Volunteers are welcome and arc utilized in
any and all aspects of the program.
...continued on next
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2007 Accomplishments:
Continued an ongoing outreach cam-
i
paign utilizing newspapers, posters,
and stickers to the entire community
aboul the toil-free crisis hotline and
1
information and referral services.
ID Outreached to the entire community
about support groups available to
survivors, parents, and partners. SASS
facilitated a parents support group and a coping skills support
group in Durham.
n Presented our education/prevention program to children and
teens in aiea schools—reached 1 57 students, 47 teachers, and
other adults in Durham schools during 18.5 hours of presen-
tations.
U Four residents of the Town of Durham called the hotline and
were given both general and specific information referrals.
Two residents were provided in-person accompaniment to the





ROBERT MARSHALL, Director of Planning
and Program Development
The problems of enough energy, shelter, food, and rising transpor-
tation costs continue to plague elderly and low income families. In
addition to the above, we are already observing the local impact
of negative changes in the national housing credit crunch. The
Community Action Committee foresees a difficult year ahead for
jat-risk families.
All Durham town funds that we receive are used to assist families
in need. No Town funds are used for administrative purposes. In
2007, Strafford County Community Action Committee, Inc. (SC-
CAC) appreciated the Town of Durham's support in delivering the
following vital services to many low income and at-risk elderly
households:
Fuel Assistance 22 households
Electric Assistance 24 households
Commodity Food Distribution Ill cases
Elderly Transportation 32 rides
Information and referral services 422 units
Flood relief 1 family
Value of goods and services
provided to Durham citizens: $34,088
With an ongoing partnership between the Town of Durham and
the S(X]AC, we will continue to provide programs critical to the







vStrafford Regional Planning Commis-
sion (SRPC), a political subdivision of
the State of New Hampshire, serves in an
advisory role to the Town of Durham and
seventeen other member communities.
We provide planning services to assist
officials, boards and citizens to manage
growth and to foster regional collabora-
tive efforts.
Strafford Regional Planning Commis-
sion's professional staff offers a wide
range of planning services in transpor-
tation, land use, natural resources and
geographic information systems (CIS)
mapping and analysis. These services are
available in customized modes to meet
the diverse needs of each of the commu-
nities we serve. We also provide access
to the many Strallord Regional Planning
C'ommiSvSion educational resources in-
cluding our website, library, workshops,
forums, and customized training.
The Strafford Regional Planning Com-
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mission conducted the following projects
and initiatives for Durham in 2007:
D Provided GIS mapping services to
Town stafi and Conservation Cxmi-
mission.
Created a large tormat standardized
map set for the i'lanning Department.
D Set nine traffic counts in Durham as
part of the annual traffic count pro-
gram and set an additional 17 traffic
counts at request of the Town Planner.
D Conducted a vehicle "turning move-
ment" survey for Mill Road at the
Shopping Plaza intersection.
Completed a comprehensive land use
update for the Town using high-resolu-
tion aerial photograpy.
D Worked with Planning Board and staff
on access management planning.
Ihe Strafft)rd Regional Planning Com-
mission provided the following services to
Durham and other municipalities in 2007
including:
D Established a Regional Impact (Com-
mittee, which in 2007 reviewed three
developments determined by local
Planning Boards to have potential
regional impact.
D Coordinated our communities' re-
sponses to the update of NH Ten Year
Tran.sportation Improvement Plan.
D Hosted a Riparian Buffer Workshop
with Nl I Pstuaries Project to help com-
munities protect water quality.
Completed the Route 125 Corridor
Study from Route 101 north to the
Spaulding Turnpike including a build-
out analysis and recommendations for
transportation projects and land use
changes.
Updated the Regional irave! I")emand
Model lor traliic modeling and air
quality conformity analyses.
Q Prepared a Model Drinking Water for Protection of Surface
Water Supply Areas Ordinance as part of the Innovative
Land Use Planning Techniques with Dept of linvironmental
Services and NH Assoc of Regional Planning Commissions.
http://www.des.state.nh.us/REPP/ilupth/20()7()8()5_drink-
ing_water_supply.doc
D Distributed New Hampshire Planning and Land Use Regula-
tion books to all local land use boards.
We look forwaid to working with the citizens and officials of
Durham in 2008. Ihank you for the opportunity to serve you and
lor your continuing support of regional planning, further ques-
tions or comments can be referred to Cynthia Copeland, AICP,
Executive Director at cjccu'strafford.org. Please visit our website at
www.strafford.org.
The Durtiam Historic Association displayed its impressive collection ot 19th Century
fans as part of the Town s 275th Anniversary Celebration. Phctoby Richard Lord.
2007 Tov\/n Repofi Durtiam, NH
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Duihiim enable Access Television (DCAT) is a government access
channel (22) available by monthly subscTiption in Durham, Lee,
Madbury, and Newmarket through COMC^AS 1 , a cable television
service provider.
DC;AT provides coverage of Durham Town ('ouncil, i'lanning
Boaid, /xming Board of Adjustment, and Oyster River (Coopera-
tive School District (ORCSD) School Board meetings, as well as
other school related programming. Ihe broadcast programming
produced by D(;AT, the ORCCSD, and local residents, as well as ad-
ditional programs is growmg. DCCA I also airs the Clommunity Bul-
letin i5oard, a compilation of upcoming local events. Public Service
Announcements, and the weekly (Channel 22 program schedule.
2007 Accomplishments:
n Programming has become maximized during prime time.
Producing/airing over 58 Town-related meetings/programs.
D ORCSD has contributed a good variety of school-related shows.
O Durham Day and AnlKjues Appraisal Day have become tradi-
tions for DCAI.
D New equipment purchases have been
completed.
Goals for 2008:
E Maintain budget at or below previous
year's budget.
D Improve the IXCAT website: http://
www.ci.durham.nh.us/(X)MMUNlTY/
channel_22/channeL22.html
t> Recruit and welcome new DCAT board
members.
D Encourage further community partici-
pation through events like Durham
Day or Antiques Appraisal Day.
Z Stay current with the addition of new
equipment.
C Monitor and repair audio or other on-
air technical problems.
Ihe DCAT Governance Committee estab-
lishes policies and guidelines; it does not
produce programming, per se, but several
members have had their own productions
aired on (Channel 22. Ihe (iovernance
(Conimillee will continue its work to make
IXCAI a vital part ol the community by
informing, educating, and entertaining.






CATHY LEACH, Council Representative
On April 1, 2007, the Town assumed management of the Churchill
Rink after the Oyster River Youth Association (ORYA) indicated
it could no longer manage the rink as of Maich 3 1 . The Churchill
Rink Advisory Committee was formed, and is comprised of Public
Works staff members, four citizens, and one Town Council repre-
sentative. In July, a company specializing in boiler repair inspected
the 30+ yeai- old chiller tubes and determined their possible
viability for an additional 2-3 yeais. In mid-October, eight hours
after the stait-up refrigeration began, the chiller tubes failed. The
decision was made to replace the tubes, delaying the rink opening.
On December 4, 2007, the rink opened for the season.
2007 Accomplishments:
Aside from the chiller tube replacement, many other improve-
ments have occurred at the rink, including minor roof repairs,
lighting upgrades, exterior and interior painting, addressing safety
issues, Zamboni servicing, and the replacement of the old water
heaters with a new, energy-efficient hot water system for which
half the cost was reimbursed to the Town through a Northern
Utilities grant progiam.
D A clean-up day was held in mid-October.
O A thorough energy audit was done by PSNH and will be exam-
ined for future improvements. __
D Ice rental contracts with focal hockey
groups, adult leagues, and ORYA were
signed and will represent the majority
of rink income.
D Advertising banners were sold for
supplemental revenue.
D Five community events, free to the pub-
lic, were scheduled.
L Public skating, stick and puck, and pick
up hockey continue to be offered. The
eligibility for free public skating was
increased to age six. Season passes were
available, with the cost discounted due
to the unanticipated late rink opening.
Goals for 2008:
D Continue management of the rink in
a fiscally responsible manner, with the
intended goal that the rink become
self-sufficient. Continue with fundrais-
ing efforts to assist in the rink's overall
financial picture.
Continue with facility improvements
that will enhance the experience of all
individuals, teams, or groups using the
rink. Develop a capital improvement
plan and budget for future upgrades.
Maintain a balance between the neces-
sary revenue stream through ice rentals
and the recognition of the rink as an im-




In March, 2007, Durham passed the New Hampshire Climate
Change Resolution that, among other things, asked the Town
Council to consider the appomlment of a voluntary energy
committee to recommend local steps to save energy and re-
duce emissions." On April 23, 2007, the Town Council passed
a resolution forming the Durham Energy Steering Commit-
tee (DESC). Volunteers were solicited lor the Committee and
.the Town Council approved the appointment of nine members
including the Town Engineer, a repre-
sentative from the Town Council, and
a representative from the University of
New Hampshire. The Committee held its
first meeting on June 5, 2007.
The first meetings were concerned with es-
tablishing a mission statement, goals, and
committee structure. On October 1, 2007,
the DESC presented the Town C'ouncil
with the following mission statement,
which was approved. At the same meet-
ing the DESC became the Durham linergy
Committee (DEC).
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Mission Statement:
D To advise the Town Council on energy
conservation measures that can imple-
ment to reduce its energy use and emis-
sions that contribute to climate change.
D To recommend alternative and renew-
able sources of energy for the purpose
of working towards local economic
security and energy independence.
Four subcommittees were established:
• Energy lifiiciency and Alternative En-





With a grant of $1,830 received from the
New England Grassroots Environmen-
tal Fund, DEC will sponsor a UNI 1 intern to perform an energy
inventory of the Town, including municipal, residential, and com-
mercial sectors, excluding UNI I. I he energy inventory will create
a clear picture of Durham's energy use and help identify areas for
energy-saving initiatives.
DEC will be building a presence on the Town website. The DEC
site is envisioned as a repository for information and weblinks use-
ful to Durham residents who are interested in the work of DEC], in
taking energy-saving action in their own home or business, or in
the latest information on energy-saving or climate change.
In collaboration with the Planning Board and Town Council,
DEC plans to focus on ways to encourage smart, energy-efficient
design and materials as new structures are built in Town. There
is a wide range of possibilities for influencing building choices,
from providing inl'ormation and offering incentives to actually
requiring that certain energy-efficiency criteria be met. DliC will
work to develop a framework that is both effective in encour-
aging green building practices while reflecting the values and





Director, Planning and Community Development
Ihe Economic Development Committee (EDC^) members worked
on several of the priorities included in iheir Action Plan for 2007.
First, they spent time reviewing and recommending a proposal
for the purchase and development of the Durham Business Park.
Ihe Town sent out a Request for Proposal at the end of 2006 and
received one response from (^hinburg Builders 'Ihe ED(- worked
with (^hinburg on the pi\)posal and sent il It) the Town (A)uncil.
Ihe Council voted to enter into a P&S with Chinburg Builders,
who are now in the process of performing due diligence on the
property and finding businesses to buy into the Business Paik.
(;hinburg Builders has also been working with Nil DO I' to come
up with an agreed-upon proposal for transportation-related issues
for the property. Ihe I'DC anticipates that (Chinburg Builders will
have a development proposal before the Planning lioard in 2008.
Ihe I'DC also worked very hard on bringing a Tax Increment
Financing (I'll ) district proposal to the Town (Council. Alter pro-
posing that the (Council adopt USA 162-K, the enabling legislation
for adopting a TIF district, the Committee
worked with Don lutlon. Municipal Re-
sources Inc., to draft the language for the
Sttme Quarry Drive FIF district; which
the Town Council adopted. After months
of hard work, the 1"DC' brought the pro-
posed Stone Quarry Drive FIF district to
the I'own Council for approval. On Oc-
tober 15, 2007, the Town Council adopted
the Stone Quarry Drive TIF district.
Ihe C^ommitlee also received a map of
town-owned and conservation land,
reviewed student housing as an economic
development opportunity, and cxmtinued
to discuss the waler/waslewaler issues.
"Ihe Ibwn C^ouncil passed the ordinance
and the I'D(- is now a formal Town
committee comprised of three citizens,
two Ibwn Council representatives, and
one Planning Board representative. Ihe
Committee meets the second Friday of
the month at 7;.^() AM in the (Council
chambers at Town I fall. Ihe (Committee
is now working on a draft 2008 Action
Plan to promote economic de\elopment
in Durham.





CHUCK BALDWIN, Acting Chair
The Integiated Waste Management Advisory Committee (IWMAC)
acts in an advisory capacity promoting waste reduction with an
outlook towards a sustainable future. Its members advance the
cause to reduce, reuse, and recycle through educational outreach
at community events and through the publication of the Down to
Earth spring and fiill newsletters in partnership with Public Works.
2007 Accomplishments:
n Mailed a letter to all Durham businesses outlining the opportu-
nities to participate in Durham's Friday commercial recycling
pickup at no added cost.
13 Town Councilor Mark Morong and Town Engineer David Ce-
darholm are working on a proposal for a Swap Shop addition
that would be used to shelter construction materials.
D Supported the recommendation of Town Council Represen-
tative Jerry Needell to have the Carbon Coalition's "Climate
Change Resolution" added to the March 2007 ballot. The
resolution was passed by voters and a Town Energy Committee
was established.
jO Committee members met with the Durham Landlords' As-
sociation, Durham: It's Where U Live (DIWUL), Durham
Business Association, and Town officials regarding efforts to
Integrated Waste Management Advlsiory Committee (l-r) Back Row-Neal Ferris, Jen-
na Jambeck, Shelley Mitchell. Doug Bullen (DPW) Front Row -Peter Stanhope (CncI
\Rep.), Kimberly Nadeau. Chuck Baldwin
iriiprove Dijrhahi's downfowTi^ a^^^^
ance. Several new trash and recycle
bins have been added to Main Street.
The committee will continue a "Clean
Sweep" campaign exploring a multi-
faceted approach with the aid of UNH
Environmental Engineering student
Scott Cloutier.
n Recommended a wiitten clarification of
rules at the Swap Shop for which Town
Administrator Todd Selig did an admi-
rable job. These rules can be viewed at
the Swap Shop and are posted on the
IWMAC web pages.
D Free access to Durham's Transfer Sta-
tion and Recycle Center has long been
recommended by IWMAC and the
committee is pleased that the Town
adopted patrol officer Kathryn Lilly's
proposal which includes free access.
Accomplishments are only possible
through the dedicated efforts of indi-
viduals serving as volunteers in our
community. IWMAC is grateful for the
contributions and support that departing
volunteers Jessie McKone, Dale Valena,
and Council Representative Mark Morong
rendered and wish them the very best in
their luture endeavors. Certainly, we are
lortunate to have gained much-needed
support in our newest members: Jenna
Jambeck and Kim Nadeau, and Council
Representative Peter Stanhope. And of
course, we continue to rely on the support
of veteran IWMAC members Neal Ferris
and Shelley Mitchell, as well as Doug Bul-
len from the Department of Public Works.
Goals for 2008:
iD Institute a "C'lean Sweep" campaign
focused on reducing the litter in down-
town Durham.
'D Continue emphasis on continuing com-
munity outreach via the Down to Eaith
newsletter and public events.
n Explore additional signage and infor-
mational enhancements at Durham's
transfer station and recycling center.






Ihe Lamprey River Advisory Committee
(LRAC) is a citizens committee with repre-
sentatives from Lee, Newmarket, Durham,
and Epping created under the State's Rivers
Management and Protection Program and
the Federal Wild & Scenic Rivers Program.
Ihe Lamprey was designated as a National
Wild and Scenic River in the three lower
towns in 1996, and expanded to include
Epping in April of 2000. Ihe LRAC's
activities arc carried out through volun-
teer efi'orts and funding Irom the National
Paik Service and private foundations.
Each Town nominates its members whose
names are then forwarded to the (^iimmis-
sioner oi the Department of Environmen-
tal Services for appointment.
2007 Accomplishments:
Plan Update - Produced an updated
Management iMan for the river, mcorporat-
ing comments from various Tovm hoaids.
See www.lampreyriver.com lor the full
report.
Recreation - Mel with representatives
from the towns of Durham, Lee, Madbury,
and Epping regaiding a Lamprey River
Tour. We arc ncaring completion ol the
lour guide and will begin helping the towns
upgrade the sites in the guide with kio.sks,
trail maps, and historic information.
Water Quality Monitoring - (lonlrib-
uled $.S,0()0 to the Lamprey River Wa-
tershed Association (l.RWA) to continue
iheir water quality testing program in the
Lamprey watershed.
Land Conservation - Significant ad-
ditions were made to the pn)tection ot
riverfront land with the closing of three
conservation easements totaling 160 acres
and 8,355 feel of river frontage, 'these efforts included a conserva
lion easement tm 28 acres of the Burrows property in Durham near
the Wiswall Dam.
Water Use - As the towns grow, so does the need to use the
Liimprey for drinking water. We have continued to be involved
with the Town of Durham to help work out its water needs. 'Ihe
LRAC] has offered to help initiate a water conservation program
and helped Durham send out leak detection kits for toilets with
its fall water bills. The Tovm of Newmarket is also looking lo use
water from the Lamprey to augment its wells.
Instream Flow Study - 'Ihe goal of this slate study is to deter-
mine how to protect the river's How levels while accommodating
public ;ind private water needs. LRAC members serving on both
the technical review and planning committees aie actively con-
tributing research iind knowledge about the river to the develop-
ment of this study.
Research - The LRAC has contracted with Nl I Audubon to
create a CIS wildlife map and database. We have hired David Cai-
roll to assess turtle habitat and activity and compare the results
lo previous surveys. Ihis information will be added lo the new
database.
Invasive Species - Working with the LRWA, we have begun to
tackle eradication of Japanese knotweed at Wadleigh I'alls.
Outreach - Greeted visitors at various fairs and gatherings with
displays of information about the Lamprey River. We have hired a
website consultant and are working to upgrade our site lo be more
active and informative.
Goals for 2008:
D finish the Lamprey River Tour Brochures and have them avail-
able in the lour towns.
D I lelp the towns complete kiosks and help improve some ol the
properties on the tour route.
iD Work with the LRWA to set up a program to help the towns
control invasive species.
Q Work lo help improve drainage and control erosion where
needed.
to Place conservation easements on more undeveloped land in























Since February, 2007, the Mill Plaza Study Committee has
hosted dozens ol public meeting and workshops to generate
ideas and conceptual plans for redeveloping the nine-acre Mill
Plaza property in the heart of downtown.
We have done so with the encouragement of Plaza property
owner John Pinto - who in late 2006 suggested the Town de-
velop its vision for the future - and with a generous award of
support and technical assistance from the American Institute of
Architects' New Hampshire chapter. This includes the pro-bono
work of three teams of architects from Portsmouth (JSA), Man-
chester (Lavallee Brensinger), and Durham (the "Midnight Oil"
crew). Now, with the benefit of input from scores of residents
on our evolving concepts, we are moving forward with the goal
of presenting a final design to the Town Council in early 2008.
We already have much to show for our efforts, including: 1
)
a comprehensive, publicly-vetted vision statement grounded
in the Town Master Plan and other important local policy
and planning documents, 2) two rounds of design and public
feedback on seven separate concepts, 3) an analysis by RKG, a
The Mill Plaza in downtown Durham Photo Courtesy of Francoise Meissner Condor Aerial
Jmage System.
'Du fharri eccin orrficplanning^ndl-eal
estate development consulting firm, and
4) a pro-bono study of College Brook and
its buffer by experts in ecology and land-
scape design from the UNH department
of Natural Resources and UNH's Cooper-
ative Extension. All of these can be found
on our homepage on the Durham Town
Website (from Durham's main homep-
age, scroll under "News" to our site link)
along with agendas and meeting minutes.
These materials will be part of a compre-
hensive report to the Council.
We believe that our partnership's un-
conventional approach - the process of
inviting the community to work with
experts in the designing process - rep-
resents Durham's best chance to spur a
redevelopment that citizens can support
and celebrate. Our committee repre-
sents a wide range of interests including
Durham businesses, the university, the
abutting Faculty neighborhood, land-
lords, the Town library, Planning Board,
Town Council, and Historic District
Commission. Through much discussion
and study, we have generated a great deal
of consensus, thanks in large part to the
efforts of an excellent facilitator provided
by the AIA - Patrick Field of the Cam-
bridge Consensus Building Institute.
Below, in broad strokes, are some key
elements of that consensus to help guide
the final round of design:
Overall Concept: The Committee
believes that the Plaza should, in broad
Iterms, be considered a "Village Center"
and not just an improved shopping center.
Thus, mixed uses from retail to office to
housing, linkages to Main Street, multiple
forms of access (car, pedestrian, bike),
public and open space arc all important.
Housing: Ihe CAimmillee believes that
hi)using needs to be a part of the redevel-
opment and that any housing should be
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built closer lo Main Street where student
housing is already in place.
Office Space: I he (Committee believes
office space should be a key elenienl of the
mixed uses on the site.
Refail: ihe Committee is strongly sup-
portive of additional retail on the site.
Town Library: Durham needs a new
public library. Ihe Committee is strongly
supportive of providing space lor a libraiy
on the site to attract residents during day-
time, weekend, and evening hours.
Open Space: The CA)mmittee supports
open public spaces that link the redevel-
opment to the university and to Main
Street - active, multi-functional spaces
that encourage lingering and gathering
for such events as concerts, discussions,
drama, and other activities. Ihe com-





'Ihe Rental Housing (Commission is made
up of ten members Irom various organi-
zations involved with rental housing and
its impact on our community.
2007 Accomplishments:
ihe (Commission has become a very ac-
tive venue for citizens, tenants, landlords,
and Town od'icials lo discuss situations,
actions, and events pertaining to rental
housing that may be detrimental to our
community. It meets quarterly with
special meetings held if requested by
pedestrian and bicycle gateway to the Faculty neighborhood via
Chesley Drive.
College Brook: Ihe (Committee strongly supports protecting
and enhancing the natural functions of the brook to provide
recreational opportunities (such as a walking path) and aesthetic
value. Ibis includes treating storm water through innovative
low-impact development techniques.
Vehicular Access: it is recommended that a continuous road
be developed through the site from Mill Road to Main Street.
Abutting properties: If abutting properties become available,
they could be integrated into the overall plan.
'Ihe Mill Plaza Study Committee will present its final recommen-
dations early next year after discussing the third and final round
of design now underway. We are very gratelul tor the public
participation so far and for the help of our ALA pailners. Patricia
Sherman, who has worked tirelessly for our community on behalf
of the AIA, hopes this open process will serve as a model tor other
communities across New Hampshire and the nation.
I think I can speak for all of us when I say we look forward to a
redeveloped Town center that Durhiim can be proud ol.
citizens or Town officials, throughout the year, we continued to
see a decline in tenant and rental housing disturbances com-
...continued on next page
The Mill Plaza in downtown Durham Photo Courtesy o( Fmncaisa Mmssnvr. ConcXy /
Image System.
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paie3 to recent yeafs^ A visible police presence coupled willi a
very active involvement by UNH officials has helped deler and
avoid any of the large disruptive situations we have had in the
past years. A very large collaborative effort from many people
has helped change the perception, behavior, and attitude of the
rental housing industry in Durham. The Durham Landlord As-
sociation has also encouraged owners to take more pride in their
properties through care and maintenance programs.
Goals for 2008:
ID Further assist the Town and residents with problematic rental
houses in residential neighborhoods.
D Hold the non-professional and absentee landlords account-
able for their tenants and properties.
Q We hope to develop a plan of action and resolution that the
RHC can institute to address problematic properties as they
are brought forward by Town officials, citizens, police, and
the fire department.
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The anticipated merger of the Durham Chapter with the Great
Bay Chapter look place in February of 2007. Ihis exciting merger
will be very beneficial to the residents of Durham as it will pro-
vide an economy in scale-for-service delivery, blood collection,
and training for the volunteers involved with disaster, as well as
increased services that lue provided to the military families that
reside in Durham.
'Ihe Board of Directors, staff, and all the volunteers of the Cireat
Bay Cihapter, including those Irom the former Durham C^haptei,
have worked hard to ensure there is continuity in the services pro-
vided to all Durham residents and the Univer.sily of New I lamp-
shire in the years to come.
'Ihe Great Bay Chapter is located at Pease International Tradeport,
4 Arboretum Drive, Newington, Nil 03801 , (603) 766-5440, and
.services 40 Seacoast communities, including Durham.
Disaster Services: During disasters and emergencies our
chapter provides relief such as emergency shelters and housing,
meals, clothing, emotional counseling, and personal care items.
^ All of this is free and made possible through donations ol lime
and money from individual donors and
the business community. Last year, we re-
sponded to 49 separate disaster incidents
and helped 84 families, or 175 people.
The (ireat Bay (Chapter will be ready to
respond to any emergency or disaster that
occurs in the town of Durham. Colleen
Filzpalrick is the Director of Emergency
Services at the chapter.
Health and Safety Services: Ihe
American Red C^ross provides expert
instruction in saving lives through health
and safely courses, and training. Ihe (ireat
Bay Chapter works full-time reaching out
to residents and the business community,
oliering these courses and programs so
that we can help them be belter prepared.
We have courses in C^l'R for adults, infants
and children; first aid; swimming safely
and life guarding; water salely; first re-
sponder program; babysitting; bloodborne
pathogen program; pet first aid; and Auto-
mated Idectronic Defibrillator training.
'Ihe need lor highly trained and certified
Licensed Nursing Assistants has increased
dramatically in the Seacoast region. Ihe
...continued on next page/
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Great Bay Chapter launched its training
program in 2003 and has since graduated
hundreds of individuals.
Ifyou are interested in taking a course or
program, please contact liileen Piet, the
Director of Health and Safety Services at
the chapter.
Blood Services: Every two seconds
someone in the United States needs blood.
Thanks to generous blood donors, the
Red Cross collects and distributes nearly
Tialf the nation's blood supply. Last year, we ran 121 blood drives,
collecting over 15,000 units of blood. If you would like to give
blood or have a blood drive, please contact the Manchester office
at 625-1951.
Armed Forces Emergency Services: The American Red
Cross also provides communication services between those in the
military and their stateside families. We have a worldwide network
that reaches service members wherever they aie to communicate
a birth, illness, or death. Last year, our chapter assisted 259 cases
throughout the Seacoast. If you have someone in the military











December 24 Portsmouth Michael Dreher & lean Marcourt
December 30 Dover Edisher & Natalia Kaghashvili
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(2.2 miles of which is water surface) 25.5 sq. miles
Population (based on 2004 updated census information) 12,904
Incorporated 1732
Durham's Congressional District Number 1
Meeting Dates for Town Boards, Committees and Commissions
(Nolkef^ arc [lo^lcil on the Biillclin RiiarJ outside the Town Hull, the Durham Public Library, and on the Town\ web Site: www.ei.iliirham.nh.iii.)
Town Council First and third Mondays of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
Conservation Commission Second Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
Economic Development Committee Second Friday of each month at 7:30 AM, Town Hall
Historic District Commission First Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
Parks & Recreation Committee Third Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
Planning Board Second & fourth Wednesdays of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
^^oning Board of Adjustment Second Tuesday of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
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Town Office Functions
Town Office Hours Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
dr Registration Registration in month of birth. Renewal slickers and license plates
can be purchased at lown Clerk's OHice lor an additional $2.50 per
registration
Car Inspection C]ar must be inspected within ten (10) days of first registration
in New 1 lampshire. After that, inspection is done in the
registrant's birth month. Residents may now register cars on-line
by logging onto the Town web site at: www.ci.durham.nh.us or
www.eb2gov.com
Driver's License Application available at the Dover Point MV Substation.
Dog Registration Due May 1st. Neutered Male/Spayed Female: $6.50. Unneutered
Male/Unspayed Female: $9.00. Senior Citizen: $2.00
Property Taxes Due July 1 st and December 1 st.
Resident/Taxpayer Permit Sticker Available at the Town Clerk-Tax (^lollector's Office at the time of
annual car registration. Fntitiles residents/taxpayers YIUA. use of
the Transfer Station and an additional hour of parking in the exist-
ing downtown one-hour, non-metered spaces for a lota! of two hours.
Water & Sewer Billings Issued every six (6) months.
Voter Registration New voters can register with the Supervisors of the (^heckhst or the
Town Clerk. Proof of age, residence, and citizenship aie required.
Marriage/Civil Union Licenses Available through Town Clerk's Office
Miscellaneous
Public Hearings & Public Forums: Notices for public hearings & public forums are published in the legal
notice section of the Foster's Daily Democrat, on the bulletin board outside of Town I lall, the Durham Public
library, and on the Town's web site: www.ci.durham.nh.us.
Solid Waste Transfer Station & Recycling Center: Located on Durham Point Road. I lours of operation:
Tuesday and Saturday, 7:30 a.m-3:15 p.m.
Bulky Waste Coupons and Electronic/Appliance Stickers: may be obtained at the Public Works Depart-
ment located al 100 Stone Quarry Drive, between the hours of X:00 AM and 12:00 Noon, and 12:30 to 4:30 PM,
Mt)nday through Friday. 868-5578
A ResidentATaxpayer Permit Sticker: is available at the time of annual car registration at the Town C^lerk-Tax
(Collector's Office located at the Town 1 lall, 15 Newmarket Road. Ihis sticker entitles residents/taxpayers to I RLL
use of the Transfer Station and two-hour parking in existing downtown one-hour, non-metered spaces.
Tax Exemptions: For information regarding elderly, veteran's, blind, solar energy, totally disabled and physically
handicapped exemptions, or cui rent use taxation, please contact the Tax Assessor al 868-8065.
/
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Town Tax Rate /
(Per $1,000 Assessed Valuation) $28.24
Town $ 6.9(1
School (Local) $16.53
School (Stale) $ 2.52
County $ 2.27
Net Assessed Valuation $815,112,018.00
Percentage of Valuation 95%*
' Estimate oj percent of valuation.
A list of all new property valuations in Durham can
be viewed on the Town's web site at:
www.ci.durham.nh. us.
A copy of the listings may also be obtained at the Tovm
Assessor's Odice. Residents may also call the Assessor's
Office at 868-8065 to request a haid copy, which will
be printed and mailed at no cost to taxpayers.
t
Telephone Directory
Durham Web Site: www.ci.durham.nh.us
Emergency Numbers
Fire/Police/Rescue Emergency = 9-1-1
Municipal Offices
.Fire/Police/Rescue Emergency from UNH campus only = *9-l-l
NAME TITLE... PHONE E.\T FA.\ .iMAIL...
ADMINISTRATION, 15 Newmarket Road Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Todd 1. Selig Town Administrator 868-5571 133 868-5572 tselig((^'ci.durham.nh.us
Jennie Berry Admin. Assistant 129 jberry(a>ci.durham.nh.us
Craig Stevens l^CAT Coordinator 1 14 cstevens@ci.durham.nh.us
ASSESSING, 15 Newmarket Road Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Robert Dix Assessor 868-8065 1 19 868-8033 rdix@ci.durham.nh.us
BUSINESS/FINANCE, 15 Newmarket Road Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Gail Jablonski Business Manager 868-8043 138 868-5572 gjablonskic^'ci.durham.nh.us
Lisa Beaudoin Administrative Assistant „ 116 Ibeaudoinc^'ci.durham.nh.us
Barbara Ross Staff Accountant 115 bross@ci.durham.nh.us
Luke Vincent Info Technology Manager 132 Ivincent^a'ci.durham.nh.us
FIRE DEPARTMENT, 51 College Road Hours: 7:30 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Peter O'Leary I'ire Chief 868-5531 862-1513 poleary@ci.durham.nh.us
Jason Cleary Div. Chief of J^ire Prevention & Safety jcleaiyc^^ci.durham.nh.us
Corey Landry Div. Chief of Operations clandrycuici.durham.nh.us
Melissa Perusse Administrative Assistant mperusse@ci.durham.nh.us
PLANNING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, 15 Newmarket Road Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
James Campbell Director 868-8064 121 868-8033 jcampbellw'ci.durham.nh.us
^Karen Edwards Administrative Assistant 117 kedwaids@ci.durham.nh.us
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POLICE DEPARTMENT, 86 Dover Road Hours: 8:30 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
David Kurz Police Chief. 868-2324 868-8037 dkuiz(i^>ci.duiham.nh.us
ReneKelley Deputy c:hief ikelleyfe'ci.durham.nh.us
Jennifer Johnson Administrative Assistant jjohnsoncu'ci.durham.nh.us
Dawn Mitchell Administrative Assistant dmitchell(«'ci.durham.nh.us
PUBLIC WORKS, 100 Stone Quarry Road Hours: 8:00 AM-4:30 PM, Mon-Fri
Mike Lynch Director 868-3578 868-8063 mlynchc^'ci.durham.nh.us
David Cedarholm...Town Engineer dcedarholm@ci.durham.nh,us
Janice Hoglund Assistant to Public Works I^ir jhoglundc«'ci.durham.nh.us
SOLID WASTE DIVISION, 100 Durham Point Road Hours: 6:30 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Thu
Doug Bullen Opns Director 868-5578 142 dbuilenc^ ci.durham.nh.us
TAX COLLECTOR/TOWN CLERK, 15 Newmarket Road Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Lorrie Pitt Tn Clerk/Tax Col 868-5577 135 868-8033 Ipittte'ci.durham.nh.us
Barbara Landgraf.... Deputy Town Clerk 137 blandgraffe^ci.durham.nh.us
Donna Hamel Assistant to Town Clerk 136 dhamelc«'ci.durham.nh.us
WASTEWATER, Route 4 Hours: 7:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Daniel Peterson Superintendent 868-2274 868-5005 dpetersonc'ci.durhani.nh.us
WATER DIVISION, 100 Durham Point Road Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Doug Bullen Opns Director 868-5578 .....868-8063 dbullenc"'ci.durham.nh.us
ZONING & CODE ENFORCEMENT, 15 Newmarket Road Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Ihomas Johnson Zoning Ollicer 868-8064 1 18 868-8033 tjohnsontu'ci.durham.nh.us
Other Commonly Used Numbers
Oyster River School District
Oyster River Youth Association
Superintendent of Schools 868-5100
Moharimel i:iem School 742-2900





Durham Post Office 868-2151
Durham i'ublic Library 868-6699
Historic Museum 868-5436
Durham District c;ourt 868-2323
Nil Pish & Game 868-1095
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State and U.S. Representatives
Governor
'Ihe Honorable John Lynch
Office of the Governor























Office: 271 -3632 Home: 926-4880
bhollingworth@nh.gov
Durham's Representatives in
tlie House - District 7
Rep Maijorie Smith
PO Box 136, Durham, NH 03824-0136
Office: 271-3661 Home: 868-7500
maijorie.smithcfi'leg.state.nh.us
Rep. Judith Spang
55 Wiswall Rd., Durham, NH 03824-4420
Office: 271-3570 I lome: 659-5936
judith(«>kestrelnet.net
Rep. Naida Kaen
22 Toon Ln.. Lee, NH 03861-6507
Office: 271-3396 Home: 659-2205
naidaKaendS'hotmail.com
Rep. Emma Rous
64 Adams Pt. Road,
Durham, NH 03824-3406
Office: 271-3403 Home: 868-7030
emma.rousw'leg.state.nh.us
Rep. Joseph Miller
9 Bucks Hill Road,
Durham, NH 03824-3202
Office: 271-3589 Home: 868-1689
docjoecfl'comcast.net
Rep. Janet Wall
9 Kelley Rd., Madbury, NH 03823-7634
Office: 271-3184 Home: 749-3051
|anet.wall(«>leg.state.nh.us
Durham's Senate




Office: 271-3042 Home: 868-5524
iris.estabrookeu'leg.state.nh.us





For the Town of
Durham
New Hampshire
Fiscal Year Ending December 31 , 2007
15 Newmarket Rd.
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
603-868-5571
603-868-5572 (fax)
www.ci.durham.nh.us — -- - - :
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State Taxes & Shared Revenue





















































Combined Funds Statement FY 2007 Budget to Actual (continued)
HEALTH & WELFARE
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Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
19^ North Main Street . Conr.nrd . New Harrmshire . 03301-^06.^ . 603-27S-6996 . FAX-224-138Q
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the Town Council
Town of Durham
Durham, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining
fiind information of the Town ofDurham as of and for the year ended December 31, 2006, which collectively comprise the Town^s
basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are fi-ee ofmatenal
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also mcludes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall fmancial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
The govemment-wfide statement of net assets does not include any ofthe Town's capital assets acquired in years pnor to 2004 nor the
accumulated depreciation on those assets; and the government-wide statement of activities does not mclude depreciation expense
related to those assets. These amounts have not been determined. Therefore, in our opinion, the fmancial statements referred to
above do not present fairly the fmancial position of the governmental activities of the Town ofDurham at December 3 1 , 2006 and
the changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America.
Also, in our opinion, the fmancial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position
of each major fund and the aggregate remaining ftind information of the Town of Durham, as of December 3 1 , 2006, and the
respective changes m financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America.
The management's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information are not a required part of the basic financial
statements, but are supplementary infomiation required by accounting principles generally accepted m the United States ofAmenca..
We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of
measurement and presentation of tiie required supplementary mformation. However, we did not audit the information and express no
opinion on it.
Out audit was conducted for the purpose of formmg opinions on the fmancial statements that collectively comprise the Town of
Durham's basic fmancial statements. The combinmg and individual fund schedules are presented for purposes of additional analysis
and are not a required part of the basic fmancial statements. They have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the basic fmancial statements, and in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial
statements take as a whole.
August 29, 2007
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193 North Main Street » Concord » New Hampshire . 03301-5063 . 603-225-6996 . FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S COMMUNICATION OF
CONTROL DEFICIENCIESAND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the Town Council
Town ofDurham
Durham, New Hampshire
In planning and reporting our audit of the fmancial statements of the Town of Durham as of and for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2006, in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the
Town ofDurham's internal control over financial reporting (internal control) as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the
purpose ofexpressing our opinion on the fmancial statements, but not for the purpose ofexpressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the Town of Durham's internal control. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Town of Durham's
internal control.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or en^jloyees, in the normal course
of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control
deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the Town ofDurham's ability to initiate, authorize, record,
process, or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles such that there is more than a
remote likelihood that a misstatement of the Town of Durham's financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not be
prevented or detected by the Town of Durham's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination ofsignificant deficiencies, that results in more than a remote likelihood
that a material misstatement of the fmancial statements will not be prevented or detected by the Town ofDurham's internal control.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph and would not necessarily identify all
deficiencies in internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in
internal control that we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.
This communication is intended solely for the information and use ofmanagement, the town council, others within the organization,
and state and federal agencies, and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
August 29, 2007
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MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
This Management Discussion and Analysis (MDSiA) is intended to be an easily readable analysis of the Town
of Durham's financial activities based on currently known facts, decisions or conditions. This analysis focuses on
current year activities and should be read in conjunction with the financial statements and notes to the financial
statements that follow.
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
• For the fiscal year ended December 31, 2006 the Town of Durham's net assets are recorded at $52,702.
• The Town's unreserved, undesignated fund balance for the General Fund at year-end of$1,404,226 reflects
an increase of $30,404 compared to the prior fiscal year's end of $1,373,822.
• TTie Sewer Fund's unreserved fund balance at year-end of $49,095 reflects an increase of $133,456
compared to a deficit of $84,361 at the beginning of the year.
• The Town's long-term obligations saw a net increase of $3,131,577 during the year due to bonding of
several capital equipment and project purchases, as well as bonding conservation land.
REPORT LAYOUT
The government-wide financial statements are designed to provide readers with a broad overview of the Town
of Durham's finances in a manner similar to a private sector business. Besides the Management's Discussion and
Analysis (MD&iA), the annual financial report consists of government-wide statements, fund financial
statements, notes to the financial statements, combining schedules of non-major funds and required
supplementary information (RSI). The first two statements are highly condensed and present a government-
wide view of the Town's finances. In the next several statements all Town operations are categorized and
reported by the various funds.
The government-wide financial statements include the Statement of Net Assets and the Statement of
Activities. Tbe annual financial report also provides for significant major funds financial statements, which
provide more detail than the government-wide statements. Where combined information has been presented,
later statements will provide combining information. Budgetary iriformation is provided for major funds. The
notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this report. Finally, there is required supplemental
information provided related to the financial activity of the Town.
STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS
The focus ofthe Statement ofNet Assets is to present all ofthe Town ofDurham's assets and liabibties with the
difference between the two reported as net assets. Over time, increases or decreases in net assets may serve as a
useful indicator of whether the financial position of the Town of Durham is improving or deteriorating. 2004
was the first time that the Town's financial reports reflect capital assets including infrastructure and long-term
liabilities.
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
The focus of the Statement ofActivities is to present the major program costs and match major resources with
each. To the extent a program's cost is not recovered by grants and direct charges, it is paid from general taxes
and other resources. This Statement summarizes and simplifies the user's analysis to determine the extent to
which programs are self-supporting and/or subsidized by general revenues. Following the government-wide
statements is a section containing ftind financial statements. TTie Town's major funds are presented in their own
columns and the remaining fimds are combined into a column titled "Other Governmental Funds." For the
general and sewer department funds, a Budgetary Comparison Statement is presented. Readers who wish to
obtain information on non-major funds can fmd it in the Combining Schedules of Non-Major Funds.
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Finally, completing the document is the report by the independent auditor, as required by statute, which is
located at the beginning of this document. The MD&A is intended to explain the significant changes in financial
position and differences in operations between the current and prior years.
TOWN AS A WHOLE
GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
2004 was the first year that the Town reported on governmental activities using the new standard. The
Statement of Net Assets reflects changes in net assets during 2006. Since the Town is not reporting capital
assets and infrastructure acquired prior to 2004, this is the first year the overall Total Net Assets is showing a
surplus. In subsequent years, this statement will continue to show a more accurate picture of the Town's net
assets.
A condensed version of the Statement of Net Assets at December 31, 2005 and 2006 follows.
Town of Durham's Net Assets
(all figures are in U.S. dollars)
Budget and Finance^ ^
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31. 2006 AND 2005:
(all figures are in U.S. dollars)
Budget and Finance
The Town has invested $6,364,917 in capital assets (net of depreciation) , which represents an increase of
$1,358,334 as detailed in Note 3-C.
OUTSTANDING DEBT
As of year-end, the Town had $12.7 million in debt outstanding compared to $9.5 million last year. The $3.2
million increase is a result of a new general obligation bond fiindmg capital projects, equipment and
conservation land from 2003-2006. Additional detailed information on Long-term obligations is available in the
notes to the financial statements.
Moody's raced our most recent bond issue at Aa3, which was the second highest rating of any entity in the State
of NH. For more detailed information on the Town's debt and amortization terms refer to the Notes to the
Financial Statements.
ECONOMIC FACTORS
Property taxes are an important factor in funding Town operations, representing 43.6% of total governmental
resources. Inter-govemmencal revenues from the state and University of New Hampshire (UNH), shared
revenues, grants and a new special assessment make up just over 26.8% of total resources, while charges for
services comprise approximately 18%. Licenses, permits and miscellaneous revenues amount to the remaining
11.6%.
With the economy slowly recovering after an extended downturn these sources of revenues appear consistent
with last year's figures. The Town continues to monitor all of its resources and determines the need for program
adjustment or fee increases as necessaiy.
NEXT YEAR'S BUDGETS AND RATES
The 2007 fiscal year General Fund Budget projects a 0.40% increase in resources and a 3.89% increase in
expenditures, due to salary and benefit cost increases, increased costs for fuel, electricity, natural gas and heating
oil. The overall property tax rate impact for 2006, using an estimated $236,500 in fund balance, amounts to a
6.2% increase.
FINANCIAL CONTACT
The Town's financial statements are designed to present users (citizens, taxpayers, customers, investors, and
creditors) with a general overview of the Town's finances and to demonstrate the Town's accountability. Ifyou
have questions about the report or need additional financial information, please contact the Town's Business
Manager at 15 Newmarket Road, Durham, NH 03824 or call (603) 868-8043.








Cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Intergovernmental receivable
Other receivables, net of allowances for uncollectible
Prepaid items
Capital assets, not being depreciated:
Land
Construction in progress
Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation:
Land improvements










Escrow and performance deposits
Unearned revenue
Noncurrent obligations:




Accrued landfill postclosure care costs




Accrued landfill postclosure care costs
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
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Statement ofActivities



























Reconciliation of Total Governmental Fund Balances to the Statement ofNet Assets
December 31, 2006
Total fund balances of govemmental funds (Exhibit C-1) $ 6,547,683
Amounts reported for govemmental activities in the statement of net assets
are different because:
Capital assets used in govemmental activities are not fmancial
resources, and therefore, are not reported in the funds.
Cost
Less accumulated depreciation
Interftind receivables and payables between govemmental funds
are eliminated on the statement of net assets.
Receivables
Payables
Interest on long-term debt is not accrued in govemmental funds.
Accmed interest payable (150,287)
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period,
and therefore, are not reported in the fiinds:
Bonds $ 11,747,295
Capital leases 205,145
Compensated absences payable 487, 1 7
1






Total net assets ofgovemmental activities 52,702
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TOWN OFDURHAM, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Schedule ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)
Major General Fund






















Excess of revenues over expenditures
Other financing sources (uses):
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total other financing sources and uses
Net change in fund balance
Decrease in fund balance designated for contingency
Unreserved fund balance, beginning




Schedule ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)
Major Sewer Department Fund













Excess of revenues over expenditures
Other fmancing uses:
Transfers out
Net change in fund balances
Unreserved ftmd balance, beginning
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TO JfTV OFDURHAM, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Major General Fund
Schedule ofEstimated and Actual Revenues (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)





Payment in lieu of taxes
Interest and penalties on taxes
Total taxes
Licenses, permits and fees:
Motor vehicle permit fees
Other
Total licenses, permits and fees
Intergovernmental:
State:
Shared revenue block grant








Sale of municipal property
Interest on investments







Total other financing sources
Total revenues and other financing sources
Unreserved fund balance used to reduce tax rate




Schedule ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)







































Schedule ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)
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*estimate ofpercent of valuation
MS-1 Summary 2007
Total Taxable Land $254,349,609
Total Taxable Buildings $552,213,900
Total Taxable Public Utilities $ 10,071,000
Valuation Before Exemptions $816,634,609
Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions $ 1 ,522,591
Net Valuation on which local tax rate is computed.... $815,1 12,018
Tax Credits: Total Veterans' Exemptions $ 36,600






2007 $ 6.90 $16.55 $ 2.52 $ 2.27 $28.24
2006 6.59 15.95 2.54 2.20 27.28
2005 6.28 14.96 2.82 2.13 26.19
2004 6.02 14.36 2.89 1.87 25.14
2003 5.85 11.91 3.84 1.97 23.57
Inventory of Town Property
Street Name Description Tax Map ID*
Assessed Valuation —.
Bagdad Road Stolworthy Wildlife Sanctuary 03-02-06 8f 14 $ 8,700
Beech Hill Road Water Tank Site 09-26-00(99-300-0) 213,400
Bennett Road Doe Farm 18-01-03 270,600
Coe Drive Beard's Creek Scenic Easement 04-20- 1
1
Easements only
Dame Road Willey Property 19-06-05 IS.800
Dame Road Westerly Side 18-27-00 63,400
Davis Avenue Conservation easements 1-4-1.. .1-4-6 Easements only
Depot Road Former Commercial Property 1-1 & 1-1-1 178.900
Dover Road Police I^acility 11-4-1 638,000
Dover Road Sewer I'umpino Station 11-11-00 194.100
Durham Poinl Road Solid Waste Management Facility 16-01-03 389,600
Durham Point Road (off) Conservation Land 1 1-36-02 162,000
Durham Point Road (off) Conservation Land 16-03-02 1 1,400
Durham i'oint Road (unJ Sunn^s'^ Dr.;.... Scenic Easements 15-15-08 Easements only
Fogg Drive Father Lawless Park 07-03-00 158.700
Foss Farm Road Water Standpipe 99-30()-()() 1,020.000
Foss Farm Road Woodlot 06-01 -13A 2,700
Ffrost Drive Vacant Land 8-1-73&75 100,000
Littlehale Road/US4 Vacant Lot 10-21-00 y.VOO
Longmarsh Road Colby Marsh/Beaver Brook Conservation 16-27-00 64,300
CONTINUED ON NE.XT PAGE
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Longmarsh Road Langmaid Farm/adjacent to Beaver Brook
Main Street Grange Hall/Davis Memorial Building
Mill Pond Road Mill Pond Road Park
Mill Pond Road Smith Chapel
Mill Road Vacant Land
Mill Road Vacant Land
Mill Road & Main St Strip of Park Land at Shopping Center
Newmarket Road District Court and Museum
Newmarket Road Easterly Side
Newmarket Road Mill Pond Dam
Newmarket Road Town Offices
Newmarket Road Sullivan Monument
Main Street Cemetery
Old Concord Road Sewer Pumping Station
Old Landing Road Town Landing
Old Landing Road Town Landing Footbridge
Orchard Drive Scenic Easements
Oyster River Access Easement
Oyster River Road , Sewer Pumping Station
Packers Falls Road Lord Property
Packers Falls Road Spruce Hole Conservation Area
Packers Falls Road Abutting Spruce Hole
Pettee Brook Lane Town F'arking Lot - Multiple Parcels
Piscataqua Road Thatch Bed
Piscataqua Road Wagon Hill Farm
Piscataqua Road Jackson's Landing
Piscataqua Road W. Arthur Grant Circle
Piscataqua Road Near Jackson's Landing
Piscataqua Road Sewer Treatment Plant
Piscataqua Road Quarry Lot - Part of Treatment Plant
Schoolhouse Lane Former Highway Garage- Multiple Parcels
Schoolhouse Lane Cemetery (owned by heirs, town maintained)
Simons Lane Two Small Lots
Simons Lane Vacant Land
Stone Quarry Drive Public Works Site
Technology Drive Water Booster Station
Williams Way Boat Landing Lot
Wiswall Road Wiswall Dam Site
Wiswall Road Vacant Land
Woodridge Road Lot 55
Lee Five Corners, Lee Vacant
Garrity Road, Lee Gravel Pit
/•ackers Falls Road, Lee Gravel Pit
Snell Road, Lee Water Pump House
Snell Ri>ad, Lee Vacant















05-05-14 (Incl 5-5-13) 154,600
05-06-06 162,900








12-08 - 01 & 02 590,520 CU»




1 1-09-05 Included above
05-04-10 443,100
05-05-12 79,600











Lee 5-6-0 100 129,500
Lee 5-6 230,11)0
i,ee 9-3-0 100 93,200
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